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NEW YORK While we've all heard and
seen things regarding in-band, on-channel
digital transmission for AM and FM stations, there hasn't been much written in
regards to what it will take to install
IBOC on an existing facility.
WOR(AM), a50 kW flame thrower in
New York City and one of America's pioneer broadcasters, became New York's first
digital AM radio station at 9a.m., Oct. 11.
First and foremost, before you delve
into the world of IBOC, you must first
evaluate your transmitter facility. You
may have seen articles regarding what
you need to do in order to make your
facility IBOC-ready.
Would it be nice to have all digital studios and acompletely digital studio-totransmitter link to make this happen? Sure.
Is this practical for most stations? No.

by Randy J. Stine
NEW YORK "Cautiously optimistic."
That's what radio executives and Wall
Street media analysts are saying about
the revenue forecast for the first quarter
of next year.
With solid Q3 results posted by most
of the large broadcast groups and astrong
Q4 push expected, radio appears poised

to continue growth into the first quarter
of 2003, analysts say.
"With the trends we see in local radio
growth right now, we are comfortable in
saying we expect a decent first quarter
next year," said Jonathon Jacoby, vice
president of SunTrust Robinson
Humphrey, an investment banking firm.
Jacoby said the "local pickup" is less
See 01, page 5

See WOR, page 6
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NEWS WATCH•

Election Impact

Sen. Fritz Hollings, D-S.C., retains
chairmanship of the Commerce
Committee until new committee assignments are made for the 108th session, a
spokesman for the senator said.
When lawmakers reconvene in
January, Republican Sen. John McCain
of Arizona is expected to regain control
of the Commerce committee. He lost the
chairmanship suddenly to Hollings when
James Jeffords of Vermont switched parties in May 2001, handing the Democrats
aone-vote majority in the Senate.
Louisiana Rep. Billy Tauzin is expected to retain his Commerce Committee
chair in the House. And while Hollings
never actually set hearing dates to review

To Be Felt on Hill
WASHINGTON With the Republicans
regaining control of the U.S. Senate after
the November elections, the party now
leads both houses of Congress, making it
easier for Republican FCC Chairman
Michael Powell to see broadcast ownership rules completed with little opposition from Congress.
Lawmakers were focused on items
they could pass quickly, such as spending
measures, when they returned for alameduck session after the election in order to
quickly adjourn.

media concentration in the 107th
Congress, he will be active on the issue
as the ranking minority member of the
committee, his spokesman said.

Arbitron Picks Up
MeasureCast Service
Remember when "bricks and mortar"
companies worried about being put out of
business by online competitors? Chalk
one up for bricks and mortar.
Arbitron has acquired alicense to the
streaming audio audience measurement
system
and
related
assets
of

THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

MeasureCast. In doing so, it removes a
major obstacle in its effort to become as
dominant in measuring streaming as it is
in glebe. 11t-trIS`srvete not disclosed.
MeasureCast was founded in 1999 at
the height of- the dot-corn boom. It sought
to market audience measurement services
for online broadcasters and advertisers.
Arbitron subsequently came out with
online measurements of its own, so the two
were chasing the same business.
The deal lets Arbitron market the
MeasureCast measurement system.
Arbitron gets the MeasureCast trademark
"and other assets necessary to produce and
maintain astreaming audience measurement service." MeasureCast will continue
to develop technologies for its strategic
partners, including Nielsen Media
Research, NetRatings and Trans Cosmos
Inc., but gave no details. Arbitron will publish weekly and monthly Webcast audience
estimates under the name Arbitron's
MeasureCast Ratings.

Extension
Draws Criticism
WASHINGTON The FCC extended its
deadline l'or comments on the broadcast
ownership proceeding by 30 days, to Jan.
2, and reply comments to Feb. 3 ( MB
Docket 02-27.) But Commissioner
Michael Copps said he was "disappointed and alarmed" by the short extension,
which he called inadequate.
In publicizing the extension, Mass
Media Bureau Chief Ken Ferree said the
core concepts of broadcast ownership are
not new, and interested parties will have
adequate time to comment.
The comission established a media
ownership working group to "develop a
solid factual and analytical foundation for
media ownership regulation that can withstand judicial scrutiny." During this time,
Ferree said, "interested parties have had the
opportunity to pursue their own studies on
issues raised by the courts or other issues
related to media ownership regulation."
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FCC Hopes 3x aCharm for EEO
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The FCC thinks it
has EEO right this time.
The commission unanimously passed
updated broadcast Equal Employment
Opportunity rules in November, rules
commissioners believe will stand up in
court if challenged.
That's important, after two previous
sets of EEO rules were struck down by
federal courts as unconstitutional.
Complexities
FCC Chairman Michael Powell said
that sometimes, lost in the complexities
of what the FCC does each day, it's
easy to lose sight of the fact that "some
things are just right."
"This is just right," he said.
The rules focus on station outreach.
Following a three-pronged recruitment
effort, stations would disseminate information concerning full-time job vacancies, provide notice of such vacancies to
any organization that requests them, and
participate in long-term recruitment

efforts — such as job fairs, internships
and scholarship programs — every two
years.
Stations with five to 10 employees
operating in smaller markets must participate in two such events every two
years; stations employing 10 or more

The commission

Opportunity rules in November.

people in larger markets must participate in four such events every
two years.
Religious broadcasters remain
exempt from the rules.
FCC Commissioner Michael Copps
called the rules a first step and hoped

Some Radio Participants Worry That EAS Woes
May Not Be Sufficiently Addressed

WASHINGTON More than a year
after the terrorist attacks, some broadcast members of the new Media
Security and Reliability Council are
wondering how better prepared stations
are to handle operations and get information to the public in the event of a
natural disaster or further attacks.
It's going to take at least another six
months before MSRC is ready with its
recommendations in an interim report.
Subhead here
The MSRC was formed earlier this
year to devise ways to keep terrestrial
and satellite radio, terrestrial and satellite TV and cable outlets on the air in
such cases.

MRSC is looking

Separate groups are researching how
fast equipment suppliers can deliver
orders in emergencies, and how the digital transitions in radio and TV might
affect disaster recovery operations.
At a second meeting of the group in
November, FCC Chairman Michael
Powell told fellow MSRC members that
the recent Washington- area sniper
attacks reminded him of the importance
of the media.
Michael Byrne of the Office of
Homeland Security said it's not always
clear at first whether adisaster is aterrorist attack. He asked members to
keep that in mind as the group moves
forwards.
The role of the Emergency Alert
System also is part of the discussion.
McHenry Tichenor Jr., president and

at how fast equipment

suppliers could deliver orders and how the
digital transition in radio and TV might
affect disaster recovery operations.

Some broadcast participants hope
discussions about the Emergency Alert
System aren't overlooked as council
members look to the future.
Since its first meeting in May, the
MSRC has formed subgroups to discuss
how to get information to the public
and what form that information should
take; what the message should be; and
recovery plans for getting media outlets
operational during and after acrisis.

unanimously passed

updated broadcast Equal Employment

Media Council
Talks Get Deeper
by Leslie Stimson

that the commission eventually would
improve on them.
Powell supported other efforts to help
diversify broadcasting, such as the
minority tax certificate idea recently
revived by Sen. John McCain, and
urged Congress to consider this option.

It was unclear at presstime if any
group would challenge the rules.
NAB President/CEO Eddie Fritts said
broadcasters share with the agency the
goals of increasing opportunities for
minorities and women, but the new
rules appear to "have done little" to
reduce paperwork burdens, particularly
for small broadcasters.
The
Minority
Media
and
Telecommunications Council, which represents several civil rights and religious
organizations, applauded the effort.
Council Treasurer Dr. Everett Parker
said the new EEO rules would "contribute substantially to the diversity and

See MRSC, page 10

To be determined
Still to be determined is how to handle reporting requirements for part-time
vacancies and how to use hiring data
supplied by stations such as information on an applicant's sex or race.
When a federal court last struck down
the EEO rules in 2000, it said it was
unconstitutional to use such data to go
after a station for alleged recruitment
deficiencies.
A separate proceeding would determine how and when such data is used,
and whether it would be made public.
One source said the information potentially could be used in cases where
intentional discrimination is suspected.
For now, Media Bureau Chief Ken
Ferree said the information would be
used only for reporting to Congress.
The rules take effect early next year,
60 days after publication in the Federal
Register.
See related analysis, page 23. e
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chief executive officer of Hispanic
Broadcasting Corp., said EAS needs to
be fixed and wondered how that could
be done quickly.
NBC
President/Broadcast &
Network Operations John Eck, who
oversees a public communications and
safety working group, said, " We're
anxious to get things moving forward."
Al Kenyon, senior vice president of

competitiveness of our electronic mass
media industries." In 1967, said
MMTC, Parker filed the petition for
rulemaking that led to the FCC issuing
its original EEO rules in 1969.
MMTC attorney David Honig said
the group would defend the rules in
court if they were challenged.
For those who question the effectiveness of the rules, he said the FCC did
what it could on the issue, given the constraints earlier imposed by the courts.
"Nothing can have enough teeth," he
said, but he believes the rules will prevent some discrimination from occurring.
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Three Radio Holiday Gift Ideas
by Paul J. McLane
Looking for asuitable gift for the
radio geek in your life? Scott Fybush is
out with his annual tower calendar for
2003.
Fybush is an überwriter. He contributes
to Radio World. He created the "Tower Site
of the Week" and "NorthEast Radio
Watch." He's editor of the radio directory
100000watts.com. He travels the country
visiting broadcast facilities. And he sold out
his first tower calendar last year.
Each month of the 2003 calendar has
an 8-by- 11-inch color picture of abroadcast transmitter site taken by Fybush during his travels.
Sites include Mount Mansfield, at the
highest spot in Vermont; WSM(AM) in
Nashville; WHJJ(AM) in Providence, R.I.;
WTIC(AM/FM) in Hartford, Conn.;
WBEN(AM) in Buffalo; WIBC(AM) in
Indianapolis; Broolunans Park in England,
home to aBBC AM facility; WGN(AM)
Chicago; and WPAT(AM) in Paterson, NJ.,
just off the Garden State Parkway, near
where Igrew up.
In addition to tower photos, the pages
include dates in radio and television history,
holidays and major industry trade shows
and events.

apparent on the opening page:
"Who wouldn't get excited to hop a
plane, travel to Anaheim, and get paid to
cover Maryland playing the NCAA tournament against the number-one seed in
the West, and the second-ranked team in
the nation, the Stanford Cardinals? ...
How about pocketing apaycheck to help
introduce the Beatles to ahysterical
Candlestick Park, or chat with Janis
Joplin, the Jefferson Airplane and other
rock stars?"
Written with Stephen Moore, this is an
anecdotal, name-dropping, first-person
look at one broadcaster's life, produced
by Sports Publishing LLC. If you love
radio, sports or both, you'll find it hard to
stop flipping through it. Hard-cover,
$22.95, at ( 877) 424-2665 or
www.SportsPublishingLLC.com.
Also check out the company's books
about Jack Buck, Lou Boudreau, Harry
Caray and George Kell.
* * *

Legendary WSM(AM) in Nashville uses a Blaw-Knox
diamond-shaped tower, the tallest of its kind.
The calendar costs $ 16 including
delivery, slightly more in New York. You
can use acredit card to order.
For info, visit
4
/
1
www.fybush.com or

Radio Werid
Ed Treese, president of Treese Broadcast Service in
Overland Park, Kan., wins an Antex LX-44 in our Reader's
Choice Sweepstakes this issue.
Ed's job
keeps him running; he tells me he
contracts to a dozen stations in
the Kansas City area.
The LX-44 is a suitable
companion for multichannel audio
recording and playback in the
latest automation and archiving
systems, with their substantial
hard-drive storage and processing
speeds. With four- in, four- out
balanced analog XLR connectors,
eight devices and 20-bit A-DID-A.
Retail value: $777 for the card and
cable set.

send e-mail to scott@fybush.com.
* * *
While we're on the subject of holiday
gifts, how about aHolliday book?
"Johnny Holliday: From Rock to
Jock" tells the story of aman whose
voice we know from his sports work at
ABC Radio Networks, his coverage of
the Olympics and, locally, his play-byplay of University of Maryland Terrapins
football and basketball. ( Fear the Turtle.)
Holliday was arock and top-40 jock
before he was asports voice, earning
national recognition at Cleveland's WHK.
He also worked in Miami, New York,
Washington, San Francisco and Rochester.
He has done public address and voice
work for pro sports teams like the Browns,
Warriors, Raiders, Redskins and Orioles.
I've personally seen him perform in yet
another role, that of stage actor.
Radio, acting, sports. A man after my
own damn heart.
Holliday's pleasure at what he does is

And if the idea of curling up in the
dark and listening to the sounds of adistant radio station appeals to you, try
Michael C. Keith's "Sounds in the Dark:
All-Night Radio in American Life," published by Iowa State University Press.
For me, nighttime radio meant listening to Mets games from the West Coast
in the 1970s as Ilay in bed; driving
around southern Delaware with friends
and bopping to the oldies of Dick Bartley
on Saturday nights in the 1980s; and
turning on WETA(FM) when Icouldn't
sleep, in search of comforting classical
music, in 2002.
Some of my nighttime listening is
really evening listening. Michael Keith
focuses on the real overnights — midnight to sunrise — by talking to more
than 100 radio people, including scholars, reporters, programmers and latenight hosts. They discuss the history of
nighttime radio, the evolution of its
music formats, DXing, border blasters,
automation, Jean Shepherd, Larry King,
Art Bell, conservative talk trends and
much more.
Hardcover, $34.95. Call (800) 8626657 or visit www.isupress.com.
Let me know about your own recent
book discoveries.
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I> Continued from page 1
variable than national spot buys and is a
sign that radio is in aslow recovery.
"We expect to see 4 to 5 percent
revenue growth in the first quarter.
Demand should be good. Cash flow will
be up 13 to 15 percent after ayear of belttightening by broadcasters," Jacoby said.
Bond & Pecaro financial analyst Tim
Pecaro said, "Broadcasters have been
operating so lean that cash flow should
be way up in the first quarter. That downsizing has great appeal to investors:'
Radio trails TV
"Radio will continue to trail TV's
recovery abit, but we see low doubledigit growth in the first quarter for radio.
The fact that broadcast TV should continue to be sold out bodes well for radio.
(TV's) tight inventory should create a
trickle-down effect. Some dollars will filter into the first quarter," Pecaro said.
First-quarter revenue growth estimates
for Infinity and Clear Channel
Communications, issued by Soundview
Technology Group, are 5.6 percent and 6
percent respectively, said media analyst
Jordan Rohan.
"Demand for first quarter looks as
strong as it can, with most radio groups
still lacking the visibility to project revenue growth accurately for next year."
Several major broadcast groups appear
positioned to take advantage of audience
rating momentum and favorable largemarket ad growth.
"Radio One, Emmis Communications
and Cox Radio are major groups that
appear to be outperforming the industry
overall. That should continue into first
quarter," said James Boyle, managing
director of Wachovia Securities, who
covers media stocks.
"Forward business continues to hold
up very well for most broadcasters,"
Boyle said.
"Part of the reason for that is because
advertisers are eager to defend market
share."
Media analysts say they are worried
about falling consumer confidence numbers, which fell to a nine-year low in
October. Consumer confidence measures
a person's willingness to spend money.
The index is watched closely because
consumer spending accounts for nearly
two-thirds of economic activity.

"We believe the economy is recovering more quickly than people are giving
it credit for. Based on what we are seeing
and what we're hearing, we think it will
carry over into 2003," said Randy
Palmer, vice president of investor relations for Clear Channel.
One advantage radio has over other
industries in a down economy is that
ad budgets are not viewed as discretionary by competitive companies,
Palmer said.
"Companies know they have to spend
money on advertising or they will lose
market share. We feel very strongly about
that. That's what we have found in our
markets and heard from our customers,"
Palmer said.
Emmis Communications Chairman/CEO
Jeff Smulyan said the broadcast industry is
still abit gun-shy about sustaining revenue
growth into 2003.

The numbers

Projected Radio Industry
2003 Revenue Growth Rate
Bank of America

5.0%

Credit Suisse

6.0%

DB Alex Brown

6.0%

Merrill Lynch

6.5%

UBS

6.0%

Wachovia

7.0%

Wm. Blair

8.0%

percent in 2003, Christian said.
If national spot sales are any indication, Q1 appears to be on arevenue fast
track, according to Stu Olds, CEO of
Katz Media Group, anational rep firm.
"Things look very positive for the

are too iffy right now,

especially if there is a war in January or February.
— Ed Christian
"So much depends on the retail season over Christmas. If the economy
can avoid flattening out, then Ithink
by conservative estimates we'll be set
up for a healthy start to 2003,"
Smulyan said.
Cumulus Broadcasting, the ninthlargest radio broadcaster based on revenue, operates 260 stations in 54 markets. Cumulus Chairman/CEO Lew
Dickey said, "There is no reason to
expect a decline in the momentum we
are seeing heading into the first quarter.
We are expecting modest growth into
early 2003. It's clear that we are walking out of this recession and not running out of it."
Dickey said radio tends to grow just
ahead of the economy and sees the advertising recovery as a good indication for
the national economy.
"Automotive already is indicating it
will run volume in Ql. They want price
and promotion and look to radio for that,"
Dickey said.
Ed Christian,
CEO
at Saga
Communications, said because so many
variables are in play, including the possibility of war with Iraq, he believes it's
too early to make Q1 predictions.

first quarter. There is good business
booked already. Radio has benefited
from a very broad-based turnaround. It
hasn't been driven by a single category," Olds said, who estimated national
grew 12 percent to13 percent this year.
Olds cited auto, retail, fast food, consumer products and professional services

as particularly strong ad categories.
"From a national spots standpoint,
because of upfront sales we are looking
for double-digit first quarter growth compared to ayear ago," Olds said.
The strength of national advertising
this year has been apleasant surprise for
many broadcast groups, including
Journal Broadcast Group.
"We see that continuing in the first
quarter. But the pattern of business
has been that buys are placed late. We
are actually pacing behind a bit for
first quarter right now, but it will
materialize," said Carl Gardner, president of the radio division at Journal
Broadcast Group, which owns 36
radio stations.
Gardner said the broadcaster's retail
customers are optimistic, while the auto
sector shows some strain.
"We've had to work very hard for our
business this year, and We don't expect that
to change next year," Gardner said.
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— Tim Pecaro
They also fear the automotive and
commercial banking advertising sectors
could "go away" eventually.
"I wonder how long the automakers
can continue the incentives before everyone who wants to buy anew car already
has one. That could lead to cutbacks in
radio ad budgets. The same goes for the
refinancing craze," Pecaro said.
Clear Channel Communications,
radio's largest group, says it takes in
nearly 20 percent of all radio advertising.
It said there is nothing right now to indicate the larger- than-expected revenue
jumps experienced in the last half of
2002 won't continue.

"I don't think anyone really knows.
It's avery fluid situation. The numbers
are too iffy right now, especially if there
is awar in January or February. I'm just
not overly bullish at the moment,"
Christian said.
Christian said some broadcasters are
holding their "January white sales" early
and spreading the spots into late first
quarter.
"That makes me think some broadcasters believe they'll have inventory still at
that time. That doesn't look good for the
industry," Christian said.
Saga, which owns 72 radio stations,
expects revenue to grow only 3 to 3.5
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WOR
Continued from page 1

Most of us need to live within abudget,
and replacing the entire plant, microphone
to antenna, makes no sense initially.
Because this article focuses on the
transmitter plant, I'll say only briefly that
WOR has older studio equipment: our
consoles are literally serial numbers 1
through 5 of Pacific Recorders &
Engineering's System 1console, the predecessor to the BMX, and are mono. We
will concentrate on our studios in the
next two or three years, and made no
changes at the studio with the exception
of our monitoring situation, as IBOC
introduced an 8.5-second delay into our
analog audio.
Plant ready?
WOR's transmitter facility has seen
much work over the past five years. It
started with arebuild of the phasor and
coupling circuits for our three-tower dogleg array. But this is not just any threetower dogleg.
The transmitter plant is located in
Lyndhurst, N.J. The area is an RF oasis.
On our street, all within 1-1/2 miles of
each other, are WOR(AM); WLIB(AM),
New York; WJWR(AM), Newark, N.J.;
and WINS(AM), New York.
Counting WOR, there is approximately
300 kW of RF over our site. You can shut

off WOR's transmitter, ground atower
and draw aconsiderable arc. We have
almost 3V/m at 1010 (WINS) alone.
Needless to say, our antenna system
consists of detuning skirts on the towers
to electrically shorten them at 1010 and
1190 kHz, detuning networks at the bases
of the towers for 620, 1010 and 1190,
traps for 620, 1010 and 1190, and then
we actually get to the components that
WOR can use.
The redesign, performed by Carl T.
Jones Corp., took WOR's common point,
which looked like a rollercoaster on
either side of 710 kHz, and made it fairly
flat ± 15 kHz from carrier. After that, the
common point impedance goes to hell in
a hurry, but for IBOC operation, your
antenna and/or common point should
look fairly flat and the reactance flat or at
least symmetrical over the passband of
±15 kHz from carrier.
WOR passed the first major test.
You next need to look at your transmitter. According to information I
received from Harris at its IBOC road
show, atube-type AM transmitter pretty
much will not have the stability required
for the phase modulation components of
the IBOC signal. The RF chain needs to
be fairly linear, and, in the case of apulse
duration modulated transmitter, the sampling frequency needs to be high enough
and the filtering broad enough to allow
the IBOC components to properly pass
through to the final amplifier.
WOR uses aHarris DX-50 transmitter

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes."
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and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut 2000 - to get amove on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued- up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
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for a main. The unit is basically plugand-play for IBOC. Our older auxiliary
transmitter, aContinental 317C-1, pretty
much doesn't have a prayer of passing
IBOC, though both Chief Engineer Kerry
Richards and Ithink it might be interesting to try IBOC on the beast to see what
would happen.
As WOR had amain transmitter that is
more than capable of passing the IBOC
signal, and the antenna system looked
good, it was time to play.

with the IBOC carriers off, and adjusted
the gain on the interface box to produce a
100- percent modulated signal into the
dummy load. So far, so good.
Next, we turned on the IBOC carriers
with the transmitter set for 5 kW. The
display on the spectrum analyzer looked
good, but on the receiver, the audio
sounded awful in digital and in analog. It
was time to troubleshoot.
Turns out the analog-to-digital converter between the STL switcher and pro-

Tom Ray makes adjustments to the IBOC exciter.
Installation Kerry and Iprepared the
site before Pat Malley, afield engineer
for Ibiquity Digital Corp., arrived one
fine Sunday afternoon for installation.
To get the IBOC signal into the transmitter, an interface box needs to be
installed between the exciter and transmitter. The connections between the
interface and the transmitter are aBNC
for acoax connection to the external RF
input and a Phoenix-type connector for
the audio connection. As an option,
there is acontrol voltage input that can
be paralleled to arelay in the transmitter
to change between internal and external
excitation.
Connection between the exciter and
interface is done with Cat-5 cable. Ican
now say that Ihave pretty much seen it
all — Ihave connected my first 50 kW
AM rig using shielded Cat- 5 cable.
Before Pat arrived, Kerry and Ihad run
the Cat-5 from the racks to the transmitter, and made sure we had jacks available
on the patchbay for input to the A/D converter. This took about an hour.
Pat arrived bearing gifts, and we put the
auxiliary on the air. We proceeded to connect the Cat-5. Kerry worked on getting
the connections between the patchbay, A/D
converter, exciter and processing correct. I
installed the bypass relay in the DX-50,
changed the audio input and installed the
BNC cable for external excitation.
We brought the DX up into the dummy load at 5 kW. We made sure that
when the exciter was in the bypass mode
we were, in fact, operating on the internal
oscillator and, when not in bypass, we
were operating on the external excitation
from the exciter.
We then needed to set up the internal
AM reference in the exciter. This was
done by putting our Optimod 9200 into
test tone mode and watching the reference signal from the exciter on ascope.
We set the exciter for 100-percent negative modulation, then fired up the DX,

cessing was bad. A quick replacement of
the A/D resulted in clean audio.
Several adjustments need to be made
on the IBOC exciter during installation.
One major adjustment sets the phasing
delay of the IBOC waveform as it passes
through the transmitter. ( From AM
stereo, remember setting the group delay
through the transmitter?)
This is done by making an adjustment
on the touchscreen of the IBOC exciter
while monitoring data errors on the
receiver, or by watching the RF signal on
aspectrum analyzer to minimize "spectral re- growth" around ± 20 kHz from
carrier. I'm happy to say that errors on
the WOR signal are zero and the signal is
extremely stable.
Delay synch
The next alteration was to adjust the
delay of the analog signal to match the
delay of the digital signal precisely. The
reason for this adjustment and the delay
added to the analog is that the radios are
designed to lock on a station in analog
mode, then, when the digital signal is
acquired, blend or crossfade into the digital signal.
Obviously, if the two signals are not
time- aligned, the listener will hear an
abrupt
switch
between
them.
Additionally, the radios are designed so
that, if the digital signal is lost, the radio
will immediately revert back to the analog signal. Once again, if the signals are
not time- aligned, the change will be
abrupt.
The easiest way to time-align the signals? We set the receiver to produce the
digital signal on the left, the analog on
the right, and proceeded to match them
by ear! The result is that there is no
abrupt change when the receiver blends.
We then brought the DX up to 50 kW.
All the above tests were done at alower
power level so that the dummy would not
See WOR, page 7
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Continued from page 6

get grumpy and take up smoking. Analog
sounded really good. Digital, because the
processing is very light (as opposed to
our analog which is very "in-your-face"),
sounded close to FM quality.
Then ... glitch!
The DX-50 reduced its power to 25
kW, and ramped back up to 50 kW. We
thought the problem might be that the
dummy, which admittedly needs some
work, was shifting impedance, so it was
time to put the DX-50 back on the air.
We switched back to the DX- 50. It
sounded really good in analog. We turned
on the IBOC carriers. It sounded wonderful in digital. Then ... glitch! The DX
abruptly dropped to 25 kW, then ramped
back up to 50 kW.
It became obvious the dummy load
was not the culprit causing the glitching.
It did this several times. Pat said he
had seen this before.
A call to Harris showed that, on the
bandpass filter VSWR monitoring, the
voltage and current sample points are
taken in different locations along the circuit. At some point during operation, the
zero crossing points of the voltage and
current due to the phase modulation of
the transmitter must occur at the same
moment in time. The VSWR circuit
takes this as aproblem in the bandpass
filter, and reduces the transmitter's power for protection.
As a Band-Aid, per Harris, we have
bypassed the bandpass filter VSWR circuit. Harris is working on afield modification that we will need to perform on
our DX-50 in the near future.
Total time spent? About three hours,
and IBOC is on the air.
Results
Of course, Kerry and Irushed to our
cars to see what the outcome was on the
air. My car has a stock Ford AM stereo
radio. Kerry has ahigh-end radio with a
$2 AM section.
Before Ibiquity arrived for installation,
we had reset our Optirnod 9200 processor
from its NRSC settings to a5kHz brickwall rolloff. We based the 5-k setting on
our NRSC processing settings and added
our own EQ curve.
Listening on our car radios, we could
barely tell adifference in the processing
changes on the AM stereo radio, and
could hear no difference at all on the
high-end radio. Because we're not modulating above 5kHz, we are now louder on
these radios than we were.
Once IBOC was on, we listened for
artifacts. On the supposed "wideband"
AM stereo radio, Ineed to turn the volume up to ear-splitting levels before Ican
hear any noise under the audio. On
Kerry's radio, you cannot hear any artifacts of Il3OC whatsoever.
WOR's listeners are a loyal and
vocal bunch. If they hear something
wrong, they do not hesitate to speak
up and make it known that " their"
radio station has a problem and they
want it fixed N-O-W. Our calls from
listeners have consisted mostly of people wanting to know how they can
hear our digital signal and where they
can buy the radios.
We have had a few complaints. One
was from a gentleman who was restoring a 1930s vintage Atwater Kent radio,
and wanted to let us know he heard hiss

when he tuned across WOR on either
side of us.
Negative comments also have come
from a group of AM stereo fanatics in
New Jersey. These people live for the day
AM stereo makes acomeback. They are
not listening on typical AM radios. They
have verbally and personally attacked
both Kerry and me, as well as the radio
station and Ibiquity.
This group thinks that AM radio is a
high-fidelity medium. They also started
a rumor that WOR was operating illegally. The NRSC mask allows emissions to - 25 dBc from 10 kHz to 20
kHz. IBOC operation puts the IBOC
carriers from 5 kHz to 15 kHz at
-30 dBc, perfectly legal.
The other complaint was from aperson who was trying to get WLW(AM).
This person lives not all that far from our

7

transmitter. Unfortunately, the IBOC carriers occupy space in the NRSC mask
around 700 kHz, and the listener was not
able to DX in the near field of the WOR
antenna. But because WOR is operating
legally, there is not much that can be
done for this person.
Three hours
The spectrum on the WOR signal basically was textbook-perfect. The entire
signal fits nicely under the NRSC mask
and is completely legal. Even with all the
detuning aspects of WOR's antenna, the
IBOC carriers are symmetrical.
IBOC was installed without rebuilding
our studios or replacing our STLs. The
time spent for installation was about three
hours, and we did it in the afternoon with
the auxiliary transmitter on the air.
If your antenna system is in reasonable

shape, and your transmitter is of fairly
recent vintage (i.e., not a 1955 BC-5P),
you should lose little time and spend the
minimum amount of money putting
IBOC on your AM station.
For more information, Irecommend
Ibiquity's Web site at www.ibiquity.com.
Or call your favorite RF supplier. Ours is
Harris, which can provide you with
details from their IBOC road show, and
guide you as to whether your IBOC
installation will be as uneventful and
easy as ours was.
WOR also has a section of our Web
site dedicated to our IBOC installation,
and information is added as we receive it:
www. wor71 com/Enginee ring/iboc/hd
index.htm.
The author is CSRE, and corporate
director of engineering for Buckley
Broadcasting/WOR(AM), New York

•

Last-minute remotes?
The Patriots win the Superbowli A major cause for celebration in Boston. And potentially
major stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Director for Entercom Boston. Wit no a
warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate coverage of the festivities
on numerous stations — including live remotes along the Patriots' parade
route. Fortunately, John knew he could count on ComOratrix
even last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,
last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful.
"We delivered multiple high-quality live remotes
over ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose amin
John Kennedy,
Engineering Director.
Entercom Boston
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DA loss of $49.8 million and anet loss to
common shareholders of $70.8 million or
$1.14 per share.
XM is talking with GM about deferring
up to $200 million in payment obligations
and exchanging these payments for certain
debt and convertible securities, as well as
the introduction of an arrangement that
would permit certain payments to be made
in either stock or cash. The GM agreement would be contingent upon modifications to XM's capital structure and the satcaster securing at least $200 million in
additional financing, which XM is looking
to come from other key shareholders
and/or outside sources.
By reducing its expenses and receiving
the cash infusion, as well as ramping up
radios offered as factory-installed options
in new cars, XM hopes to reach cash flow
break-even by mid-to-late 2004.
The satcaster is still projecting to end
this year with 350,000 subscribers and
approximately 1 million by the end
of 2003.
XM's current subscriber acquisition
costs are $ 120 per person, roughly $ 10 less
than projections for the quarter, the company said.
When asked by aWall Street analyst if
the company has aback-up plan should
the funding package not close by early
2003, Panero did not answer directly, other than to say, " We're focused on the
financing. We continue to believe in the
product"

NEWS

DIGITAL

XM Needs
$250 Million;
Lays Off 80
WASHINGTON XM Satellite Radio is
taking steps to reduce its cash consumption, reported to be about $90 million per
quarter, to make its money last through the
first quarter of 2003.
In the meantime, it is pursuing new
funding and trying to renegotiate its agreements with technology partners and strategic shareholders such as General Motors
and Clear Channel Communications to
reduce or defer payments.
XM also is pursuing outside funding
and hopes to have apackage crafted by the
end of the year and finalized in early
2003. The company needs at least $200
million in new funding in order to be able
to break even by mid-2004.
XM President/CEO Hugh Panero said
XM is not looking at arecapitalization, as
Sirius recently announced.
The satcaster has pursued several
ways to reduce expenses, including
reducing the amount of advertising it
places as GM increases its promotion of
the service.
XM also laid off 80 employees in
November, leaving its total workforce at
around 400. Jobs were cut from most
departments, including the programming, finance, marketing and technology divisions.
A spokesman said XM's personnel
needs have changed as the company has
launched its product and begun operations. "Areas that required substantial
resources now require less:' he said.
XM planned to drop at least two channels and those employees were let go.
USA Today News was to be replaced with
CNN programming. Teen talk channel
Babble On was to be replaced with XM
Live, featuring live concerts.
The layoffs were publicized just before
the company released its third-quarter
earnings. XM ended the quarter reporting
201,544 subscribers as of Sept. 30. This
represented an additional 64,836 subscribers since the second quarter.
For the three months ending Sept. 30,
XM reported revenue of $ 5.6 million,
EBITDA loss of $67.1 million and net
loss available to common shareholders of
$114.7 million or $ 1.26 per share. In
comparison, for same quarter in 2001,
XM reported revenue of $ 1,000, EBIT-

Sirius Reports
More Losses
NEW YORK Sirius reported an EBITDA loss of $60 million and a net loss
applicable to common stockholders of
$120 million, or $ 1.56 per share in the
third quarter. That compared to losses of
$37.5 million and $57.4 million or $ 1.06
per share, respectively, for the same quarter last year. Sirius had 16,000 subscribers as of Oct. 31.
Its revenue was $ 17,000 for the quarter, which included "negative subscriber
revenue" of $51,000 and advertising revenue of $62,000. Sirius said a mail- in
rebate program offset its subscriber revenue, which consists of subscription and
activation fees.
Sirius said it had $255,898 in cash as
of Sept. 30, enough to meet its needs
through the second quarter of next year.
With aplanned $ 1.2 billion recapitalization ( Nov. 6, page 2), Sirius said it
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will have enough funds to operate into
the second quarter of 2004. Even with
the recapitalization, Sirius needs $75
million more to break even with approximately 2 million subscribers. If the
recap deal does not close, Sirius would
need about $600 million more until it
can become self-sustaining with 3 million listeners.

Hitch in CPB

Goodmans Offers
Portable DAB Radios
LONDON Goodmans, amanufacturer
in the United Kingdom, is selling portable
Eureka- 147 radios. It has also integrated a
digital radio tuner and CD player into one
unit. Goodmans has also included an
FM/MW analog radio into each model.
Products retail from roughly $ 155
to $300.

Digital Fund
ITU Endorses DRM
WASHINGTON Discussions are
underway among CPB, NPR and public radio station leaders to determine
the criteria to distribute $ 3.5 million
in federal funds for public radio's digital conversion in 13.seed markets.
Guidelines could be available before
the end of December, according
to CPB.
A hitch arose in the plans in
November when it appeared the
Senate would not act on the spending
measures when lawmakers returned
briefly in a lame- duck session after
the elections. NPR and CPB were discussing options, to try to ensure that
public radio stations that wanted to
transition this year could take advantage of Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s
license fee waiver.
CPB said in August it dedicated about
$24 million in federal funds for public
TV and radio stations. This fall, CPB
awarded about $20 million in grants to
help 58 public television stations make
the FCC's May 2003 digital conversion
deadline.
The details of when funding would
be available was unclear, because
Congress had not yet acted on the
appropriation.
In this round of funding, 43 TV stations
were to receive atotal of $ 12 million from
the Digital Universal Service Fund to cover the costs of acquiring areduced-power
transmitter, the equipment astation needs
to meet the FCC's minimum requirements. Nearly $ 7.4 million from the
Digital Distribution Fund will be provided
to 15 TV stations to help them acquire a
full-power transmitter and to encourage
station collaborations that initiate new rural or educational services.
DUSF competitive funds are available
to CPB-qualified public TV stations that
have not activated adigital transmitter
with an emphasis on assisting small or
rural stations.

GENEVA
The
International
Telecommunication Union has endorsed
the Digital Radio Mondiale system for all
three broadcasting bands below 30 MHz —
shortwave, medium-wave/AM and longwave. Administrations of the ITU's member countries approved arevised version of
Recommendation BS1514, now called
Recommendation BS1514-1 — Digital
Sound Broadcasting Below 30 MHz, in
October. It states that DRM is an ITU-R
Recommendation for all the broadcasting
bands spanning 150 kHz to 30 MHz.
DRM is a digital radio technology
that claims to be the world's only nonproprietary, digital AM system for
shortwave, medium- wave and longwave, with the ability to use existing
frequencies and bandwidth across the
globe. For AM, it's acompeting digital
technology with Eureka- 147 and
IBOC. DRM plans to launch at WRC
2003 in Geneva.

Ibiquity Signs Delphi;
11 Markets Ready
For HD-1?
Mobile electronics maker Delphi
Corp. has licensed HD Radio technology from Ibiquity Digital Corp., the
developer of IBOC technology.
Ibiquity said Delphi would integrate
HD Radio technology into receivers
slated for availability to automakers
in the 2004 calendar year.
The company also says 11 markets
will have HD Radio signals on the air by
the end of the year: Atlanta, Boston,
Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Los
Angeles, Miami, New York, San
Francisco and Seattle.
— Leslie Stimson
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'Dan's Mom' Is Remembered
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could air a national alert. But beyond
that, EAS participation is voluntary.
Some
former
EAS
National
Advisory Committee members believe
the FCC doesn't consider the
Emergency Alert System a priority.
Linda Blair, deputy chief of the
Enforcement Bureau, disagreed. "EAS
is apriority as well as other homeland
security issues," she said.
Blair also said the issue raised by
Arnold is appropriate to be aired in the
Media Security and Reliability Council.

MRSC
Continued from page 3

PHILADELPHIA Ann Braverman died in November of pulmonary disease. She was 81.
projects and technology for Clear
Braverman was familiar to radio equipment buyers from her appearances in advertiseChannel Radio, suggested that the comments for Radio Systems — ads in which she portrayed aJewish mother to the company's
mittee might consider recalling people
president, Dan Braverman. Many readers assumed she was an actor.
formerly active in EAS issues to keep
She really was his mother, and became arecognized spokeswoman for the company, not abreast of any problems that may that
only in its ads but in convention appearances.
arise with EAS in the interim. Kenyon
"She took great pride in this 10-year-long role," Dan Braverman wrote. "This was a was the last EAS National Advisory
labor of love that brought her great joy."
Committee chairman before that
In fact, "Ann was the emotional and spiritual center of the Jewish community in
group's federal charter expired earlier
Philadelphia," according to information provided by the family.
this year.
A child of the Depression, she was the eldest daughter of Hasidic immigrants. As
an adult she worked professionally for Jewish organizations, and later trained as a EAS questions
lay chaplain and provided spiritual and educational guidance to residents of arehaThe issue of why EAS wasn't actibilitation hospital. She traveled to Israel frequently, and toured that country two
vated in New York or Washington on
months ago.
Sept. 11, 2001, arose in MSRC discusAnn Braverman is survived by four sons, eight grandchi Idren and agreat-granddaughter.
sions. Marianne Burtnett of the Office
of Homeland Security said the broadcast media "did so well" in disseminating information on 9/11 that it wasn't
necessary to use EAS.
Some sources disputed that point privately, saying it's not clear whether
EAS can be used to carry a national
message from the president and that the
system's ability to operate needs to be
proven.
Texas Association of Broadcasters
Executive Director Ann Arnold advocates one party stepping in and overseeing EAS. Currently, several federal
agencies, notably the National Weather
Service, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency and the FCC,
have oversight for portions of EAS.
"Someone needs to be in charge,"
Arnold said, noting that some states
still have not submitted EAS plans to
the commission.
Whether that would happen, and
which agency that would be, such as
the new Office of Homeland Security,
are questions up for discussion within
the Media Security and Reliability
Free Standing AM Br adcasting Antenna
Council.
The FCC's Enforcement Bureau
inspects EAS encoders/decoders to
make sure they are operating and that
530 Khz to 1700 Khz
Used World Wide
stations are airing the required tests and
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The council
is expected to
finalize disaster
plans late
next year.

Former NAC participants are grappling with how to replace the EAS
National Advisory Committee. The
issue is being discussed within the
Partnership for Public Warning, a public- private group made up of civil
defense planners and private interests
working to make public emergency
warnings more effective. The partnership is working with MSRC.
The Media Security and Reliability
Council is expected to finalize disaster
plans toward the end of next year, if it
releases an interim report in the
spring. Although not all radio participants believe EAS needs fixing, most
participants agree that EAS concerns
could be overlooked as MSRC focuses
on abroader picture. I.
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Superlative stereo performance. Linear-- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And
with the RS- 232 port
operation on site or off.
175 Southgate Drive,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1G 3M5
P.O. Box 603,
Guelph, Ontario, Canada N1H 6L3
Tel: ( 519) 824-3220 Fax: ( 519) 824-3411
Email: enquiries@valcom-guelph.com
Internet: www.valcom-guelph.com

Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor
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ELECTRONICS LABORA.TCIRY,

119 LANCASTER AVENUE • P.O BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
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Call, write or FAX for more information on Rater AM. FM Stereo, SCA, and TV monitors
WWW. belancom

In Remembrance

Mrs. Ann Braverman died on November nth,

2002.

Many in the broadcast community knew her in her official capacity as
"Official Spokesmom" for her son's company, Radio Systems Inc.
As this collection of her ads testifies, she took great pride in this io year- long
role and did awonderful job of promotion. This was alabor of love that
brought her great joy.
In addition to her part-time modeling, Ann worked hard her whole life. She
grew up in the Great Depression, helped take care of her parents and brothers
and sister, and raised four sons with her husband, Cy. Professionally, she
devoted her whole career to Jewish cultural and service organizations.
She will be greatly missed.
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Just Because He Carries aBadge ...
by John Bisset
.. doesn't mean he knows the law!
A contract engineer recently told me
of an FCC inspection that began at 5p.m.
After reviewing EAS and the public file,
the inspector waited for the AM to switch
to the night direcfional array. After seeing the switch, he informed the engineer
that he wanted to do the night- pattern
monitor points — in the dark!
With the FCC requesting proof data to
be taken two hours after sunrise and two
hours before sunset, the inspector was
clearly wrong. The contract engineer.
went around and around with the inspector. The station didn't get cited, but it's a

Fig. 1: Seal doorframes with
expanding foam to keep nature out.

good example of the need to speak up —
politely — when something doesn't seem
right.
I'm reminded of an older station owner who had his own way of standing up to
the FCC. He was being inspected
because the lights on his center tower
were out. He filed the paperwork to have
the center tower lighting extinguished, to
save operating cost. An inspector was
dispatched to determine why the lights
weren't on, and why the owner hadn't
notified the FAA. After much rununaging, the elderly station owner produced a
copy of the original paperwork and the
exemption.
On his way out, the inspector decided
to drop by the transmitter site. Located in
aflood plain, one of the tower stockade
fences had been torn down by high water.
The inspector asked the owner about fixing the fence, and the owner said he
would, after the flood season.
Not the answer the inspector wanted to
hear, but he tried another tack. "What
would happen if asmall child got inside
the tower fence, and was electrocuted
when he touched the tower?"
The sage station owner replied, just as
serious and without batting an eye,
"Well, Iguess he'd never do it again,
would he?"
There's a right and a wrong way to
confront the FCC. Most inspectors are
decent folks, just doing their job. If
something doesn't seem right, let them
know. A compromise can be achieved.
Above all, don't lie. No station is worth
defending with afalsehood. And no lie to
the commission is worth your reputation.
Like lawyers, when inspector ask a
question, they usually know the correct
answer. Truer words were never stated
than when Sir Walter Scott said, "Oh

what atangled web we weave, when first
we practice to deceive."
Isaw a station operations manager
lose his job when he insisted he turned
down the transmitter power each night.
The inspector kept asking if he was sure,
did he check the remote control after the
change, did he log each channel's nighttime parameters? Yes, yes, yes.
The inspector gave the guy every
chance to admit what had not been done.
But after the third lie, the inspector pro-

nowadays. With no real operator licensing requirements, no one cares, right?
Wrong!
With a station license hanging in the
balance, get your GM behind you in certifying all of your operators with the
SBE. The entry-level "operator" certifications not only are proof of your operator's abilities but can help the station
prove that as the licensee, they are taking
steps to make sure that all operators are
trained properly.
* * *
Keep your transmitter site sealed
against nature and insects.

Hg. 2: Unappreciated but ever-present, safety lights are
agood investment for a site without a generator.
duced his log. He'd sat hear the transmitter for three nights with afield meter, and
the rig was never reduced in power. It
was a willful and repeated violation in
the eyes of the inspector. The station was
fined, and the OM was sent packing.
A lot of air staff pooh-pooh FCC rules
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•SwIchable fixed Mic and Line level outputs and inputs

Not only is it wise to plug cable access
holes to the outside, but in Fig. 1, we see
the doorframe sealed as well. The tubes
of expanding foam sealant make the job
quick and easy. Dirt, dust and pollen
also are kept out. This means cleaner
See WORKBENCH, page 14
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•Berichtop performance, 9V portability
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•Rugged construction with test leads and bench
stands included, carrying case optional
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FCC's Action Is the Wrong Mandate
Pizzi Says the Commission's Initial Rulemaking on
IBOC Could Doom the Digital System to Failure
Much punditry has already been
expended on the FCC's landmark launch
of IBOC radio broadcasting in October.
With this action, the commission
allowed adventurous broadcasters to set
sail on an as-yet-uncharted digital sea.
The commission, however, did not
mandate that broadcasters take such a
plunge and convert to the new format,
and consequently no timetable was set
for the transition.
Given that there is no spectrum
recovery or any other broader benefit to
the public in an IBOC conversion, this
makes sense. But it doesn't do much to
speed the transition.
(Ibiquity may have done more for that
cause by allowing a waiver of its software licensing fees to broadcasters if
they commit to the technology by year's
end. Pretty tricky move in itself, given
that Ibiquity only introduced the concept
of levying such fees afew months earlier,
and hadn't yet collected a single penny
on the plan. Reminds me of the trick of
raising your rates just so you can appear
to offer adiscount. But Idigress.)
Meanwhile, the FCC report and order
on IBOC did mandate that if a broadcaster implemented the technology, the
audio program carried on the digital
signal must be the same as that broadcast on the analog carrier. While this
follows the technical proposals that
Ibiquity has presented all along during
the system's development, it now sets in
regulatory concrete the premise that
IBOC will be purely a qualitative
enhancement, eliminating the prospect
of adding new audio services, even if a
broadcaster wanted to do so.
There is still the possibility that some
additional narrowband audio streams or
downloaded files could be sent via auxiliary data paths on the IBOC channel,
but here again, the FCC failed to mandate any standard ( or even to require
that a future standard be set) for such
auxiliary services, rendering dim the
ultimate prospects for such enhancements. Unless these elements were standardized and mandated, it is unlikely
that any such new services would ever
develop and succeed.
Turning about
It is with some irony that the FCC
now is mandating the permanent simulcast of what might have been independent analog and digital signals on an
IBOC service. The commission is obviously not astudent of its own history, in
which a mandate prohibiting such
simulcasts between AM and FM channels are what ultimately led to the success of FM broadcasting, following
decades of its languishing near failure
(see the article "To Look Ahead, Try
Looking Back," in the Nov. 20 issue).
If the pure qualitative improvement
that FM brought to AM was not enough
to stimulate broad penetration of FM, it
is unlikely that an even smaller increment in quality ( between FM and
IBOC) will generate mainstream consumer acceptance of the new service.
The only way HD Radio will find its
way into consumers homes and cars is
likely by accident, as a value-added or

bundled feature with other, more purposefully desired items (like a car CD
changer or satellite radio). Given this
lukewarm motivation for consumers,
and no mandate for broadcasters to
implement the service, the future of HD
Radio seems grim indeed.

The Big Picture

Unfortunately, in the IBOC case,
there are ramifications of the decision
that affect receiver design, such as the
ability to manually switch between analog and digital services on a channel,
which would only be offered if separate
programming were possible. So if the
commission waits very long to make
changes this time around, first-generation IBOC radios won't be able to
accommodate the possibility of receiv-

by Skip Pizzi

It is with some irony

that the FCC

now is mandating the permanent simulcast
of what might have been independent analog
and digital signals on an IBOC service.

Nevertheless, all is not yet lost. It
took nearly 30 years for the FCC to
amend its FM rules and eliminate AMFM simulcasts. Let's hope the commission won't take so long to rethink its
errant mandates this time.

ing the new services.
The proper approach is not amandate
either way for broadcasters. Stations
should be free to simulcast, or to separately program analog and digital services on their carriers, and to choose

either approach dynamically over the
broadcast day. The only regulatory
mandate would involve IBOC receivers'
capability to handle independent services via sub-channel tuning, similar to
the approach used for multicasting in
digital television.
Come on, commissioners. It's still
not too late to turn the ship around and
save IBOC. But you'd better hurry,
because you've already set it on a
course toward the falls.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World, which welcomes other
points of view.
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Workbench
Continued from page 12

equipment and more reliable operation.
It's not abad idea to spray the outside
doorframe and threshold with bug spray.
The application won't last forever, but it
deters insects from nesting or attempting
entry under the door. Ditto for mothballs.
Place a few of them in the bottom of
equipment racks and especially in your
AM coupling networks to deter snakes
and rodents.
* * *
Fig. 2 on page 12 shows the installation of asafety light. These are available
readily at hardware superstores and are
priced reasonably.

Don't lie.

No

station is worth
defending with a
falsehood. And no
lie to the FCC is
worth your reputation.

Although the battery powering the
lights has afinite life, for facilities with
no generator these safety lights beat
walking into adark transmitter building.
* * *
Dwight Morgan handles engineering
for Maranatha Broadcasting in Grand
Junction, Colo. He writes that about 15

Fig. 3: Here's the key for our puzzle last issue.
How'd you do?
years ago, he had acouple of FMs that
used the fused disconnect panels. He
discovered that when he "thought" he
had disconnected the power, in fact, the
bakelite had failed to pull the knives
out. Two of the three phases were still
connected!
When doing transmitter maintenance, open those fused disconnect
boxes, make sure the disconnect has
taken place!
Dwight also experienced problems
with breakers, as we discussed in the
Sept. 11 Workbench. Some started to
smoke as they heated up inside. Another
just outright failed, and an intermittent
third had Dwight running in circles.
Sometimes when you threw the breaker
back on, it would work, sometimes it
wouldn't.
Dwight encourages safety first,
working safely with all the power
removed and the meter checked before
wandering inside the breaker box with

ascrewdriver or Allen wrench. Be sure
to check the connections at least once
ayear. With circuits like air conditioners cycling on and off, the current
surges and heat of the connections
inside the box may cause lugs to
loosen. This increases the heat and can
lead to afailure or fire.
* * *
Fig. 3is the key for "Where Are They
Today" that appeared in the last issue of
Workbench. Did you find them all?
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com. •
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Experts Discuss IBOC Issues
by Mario Hieb
Industry experts shared their views
recently about how stations will integrate IBOC/HD Radio into existing
analog AM and FM facilities. Here is a
sampler of their remarks, made during
this fall's NAB Radio Show in Seattle.
Note that due to the potential for
interference, the FCC's interim
approval of digital radio as outlined in
the report and order of Oct. 11 did not
authorize the use of separate antennas
for digital FM radio. Comments below
referring to the use of separate antennas were made prior to the report and
order; and although these implementations may be feasible technically, they
are not allowed by the commission at
this time.
Buechting
Daryl Buechting, senior manager of
radio products for Harris Corp., said the
transition to AM digital requires aclose
look at hardware.
"You need an AM transmitter that's
capable of IBOC. That means that it has
inherently wide bandwidth in the
design, about 50 kHz of audio bandwidth in the analog channel ... and
about 100 kilohertz capability for the
phase channel."
What about the antenna? "You need
Hermitian symmetry to 5 kHz," he said.
ART

AND

"What that means is that you want equal
but opposite sign reactance, if you're
plus at 10 kHz on one side, you should
be minus at 10 kHz. on the other."
Also required is low VSWR out to
about 15 kHz. "If you don't have this,
there are some possible fixes in AM,
there are broadbanding networks that
can bring everything into symmetry;
phase rotation is important for best performance," he said. " You may need a
new computer-aided-designed antenna
coupling unit or phasor."
On the FM side, the transmitter has
to be linear. "We can do both separate
amplification or separate antennas and
we can also have transmitters up to 1520 kilowatts that can do common amplification of IBOC plus FM only,"
Buechting said. "You should check your
antenna to make sure that you are flat
+/- 200 kHz. If you are on acombined
antenna, you should check with the
manufacturer of your multiplexer to
make sure that it is compatible
with IBOC."
Other digital configurations are possible, such as separate amplification.
"If you're doing that, you need an
IBOC-only transmitter. If you decide to
go with aseparate antenna then you still
need an IBOC-only transmitter," he said.
"If the antenna that you have up for
the separate is the same gain as your
existing, then it's 20 dB less, but a lot

ENGINEERING

COME

TOGETHER
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of people don't have the real estate to
put up the same gain, so you may only
wind up with aunity gain antenna." He
also said the antennas should be located
on the same tower, with one mounted
above the other.
Gould
Bill Gould, broadcast products manager for Harris Intraplex products, said
studio- to- transmitter links for IBOC
will require adifferent approach.
"Delivering 20 kHz digital audio will
require a44.1 sample rate to the transmitter site. We need to look at amigration path to all-digital radio which will
include other services."
He said the audio must be delivered
not only to the IBOC chain through the
IBOC processor, but it also needs to be
delayed before it goes to your existing
audio processor, exciter and transmitter.
"This delay is accomplished as part
of the IBOC system, but it lines up the
analog or delays the analog so it is in
sync for blending later on. Whenever
possible, keep your chain digital and at
44.1 all the way through."
Wandel
Eric Wandel is director of product
development for Electronic Research
Inc. He noted several approaches to
integrating a digital IBOC signal with
an existing analog FM signal.
"The main method of achieving the
high- power analog/digital combiner is
the injector method that typically uses
the 10 dB combiner," he said. "The 10
dB coupler is used to combine existing
analog FM and IBOC transmitters into
one antenna. It's very flat, profiling of
good match, good isolation and flat
across the band."
He said these devices are wideband
and, regarding frequency and bandwidth,
are "off-the-shelf, one size fits all."
"These are flat across 20 MHz; this
will allow you to use an existing antenna
and existing combining facilities. The
disadvantage of this method is that alot
of power is thrown away. Ninety percent
of the digital power is converted to heat
due to the losses. The analog transmitter
has to have some headroom."
He listed several points to consider
including power output of the existing
FM transmitter, available room on the
tower, antenna type and the requirements for physical space in the building.
Other options mentioned included
using separate antennas that are vertically separated, interleaved antennas,
dual antennas with separate inputs for
analog and digital, and a dual- input
antenna where all of the antenna elements are radiating both analog
and digital.
"If you're building new analog facilities now, you need to think if what
you're building will be upgradable in
the future," Wandel said.
Hinkle
Richard Hinkle, director of RF engineering for Broadcast Electronics, said,
"When you're running aseparate amplification system, the peak- to- average
ratio defines the size of that transmitter.
The IBOC signal has avery high peakto- average ratio. There is significant
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loss in the RF output path. He stated that about 90 percent of the
IBOC signal and 11 percent of the analog are dumped into aload. This equates
to a 10 dB loss in the IBOC path.
"In addition you have the reject load
here, which you have 90 percent of your
IBOC power and 10 percent of your
analog power dumped into it. You need
11 percent overhead on the analog
transmitter with little or no impact to
existing antenna installations."
The site will require additional space
for the IBOC transmitter, combiner and
reject load; allowance needs to be made
for heat dissipating from the load.
"As we move to separate amplification, separate antenna, you can see the
significant difference in that you get rid
of the 10 dB loss," Hinkle said. " Its
very significant because in the same
implementation where at 20 kW FM I
needed a 2,000 watts IBOC power
going into that 10 dB injector, now I
only need 200 watts of IBOC going into
the antenna."
Another advantage of separate amplification is that you don't have additional 0.45 dB ( 11 percent) loss in the analog path. The biggest consideration in
going with separate antennas is "do you
have enough tower space?"
The third configuration is common
amplification.
"In the common amplification
approach, you have one transmitter, it
passes both the FM and the IBOC signal," he said. "You need about 30 percent overhead in an existing FM Class
C unit to accommodate the common
amplifier approach." There is less site
space required in this configuration and
the combiner losses are eliminated.
Chancey
Dave Chancey is broadcast technology director for Moseley Associates. He
also visited the topic of STLs.
"We have the Starlink series; it's
based on acommon platform. We sell it
in an RF and T-1 mode," he said. " It has
acommon chassis, audio cards and a 2
Mbps multiplexer. The audio cards have
AES and analog audio in and out on
both ends."
From the front panel it can be adjusted from 16 to 32 to 64 QUAM; the
higher the rate, the more spectrally efficient it will be.
"We sell the Starlink in two different
forms. The data rate of the Starlink can
max out at E-1 data rates," he said. "In
the 4S mode you can run two linear
stereo pairs through the 500 kHz, 950
MHz channel."

Surette
Bob Surette, manager of RF
Engineering for Shively Labs, was
asked, "Why can't you use existing balanced combiners systems to combine
the digital and analog?"
Theoretically, it can be done, he said.
"You're basically back-feeding your
digital signal through your existing
broadband combining system. If you
take the concept of back- feeding the
balanced combiner modules, now you
have two outputs, you have a digital
output and an analog output."
Surette went on to describe a combining system using left-circular polarization for analog and right-circular
polarization for digital that essentially
would improve the isolation between
the two transmitters. e
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Radio, Live From aCamper
by Ken R.
Deep in the Southern Appalachian
Mountains is asmall town called Clinton,
Tenn. In that tiny community you'll find
Fox Inn Campgrounds. And if you enter
the park and look around, you'll discover
that one particular 16-foot Road Ranger
camper is the source of alot of whoopin'
and hollerin'.
It's the home of WDVX(FM), anotfor-profit station at 89.9 MHz.
WDVX plays bluegrass, Americana,
alternative country music, gospel and the
occasional Celtic tune. If you happen by
at the right time, you might hear a live
band stompin' and fiddlin' in the largest
of the three studios contained in that
crowded camper.

of broadcasting: serving the public.
These days, the attitude seems to be
'public be damned."
Burggraf knows that WDVX has a
poor signal. It tries to compensate by airing its 200- watt ERP signal from atop
Cross Mountain.
"We have good coverage, but not good
penetration into buildings," he said. "So
what really helps us is our exposure on
the Internet, even locally."
Technical limitations aside, Burggraf
enjoys the whole experience. He would
have to given that his only financial
remuneration is a small mileage
allowance.
"The station is arefreshment to me,
seeing how the whole thing has literally
grown from nothing," he said.

er up in the mountains and Iasked Don
(Burggraf) what he thought about it," said
Lawson. "He thought we were crazy."
But it worked. Lawson arranged a
barter deal for the campground site and
Moore donated the camper and provided
propane and telephone service. When he
eventually sold the campground, he let
Lawson have the camper for $500. The
price was right.
Believe it or not, there are three studios in that 16-foot camper.

Top New Plays on WDVX(FM)
It's definitely not top-40. Below are
the top new artists, the name of their
albums and their record companies as
heard on WDVX in August.
I. Doyle Lawson & Quicksilver
The Hard Game of Love
Sugar Hill
The Flatlanders
Now Again
New West
3.

Cramped
We have the main control room,
Studio A, where we stripped the refrigerator out. We put in EAS, the STL, amixer, Comrex and compression," said
Lawson. "The equipment rack is where

Jim Lauderdale
The Hummingbirds
Dualtone

4. Jorma Kaukonen
Blue Country Heart
Columbia
5. Mary Gauthier
Filth and Fire
Signature
6. Dolly Parton
Halos and Horns
Sugar Hill

Faces of WDVX: Don Burggraf, Tony Lawson and personalities Freddy Smith Alex Leach, Red Hickey and Grace.
The station is the brainchild of Tony
Lawson, program director, air personality
and chief fund-raiser for WDVX, which
also streams its programming over the
Internet at www.wdvx.com.
Internet help
"1 worked in commercial radio for 20
to 25 years and Iwas fed up with the lack
of creativity," said Lawson. " Imade a
decision to research this and see what it
would take to get astation like this on the
air. It was a little like going back
to school."
Tony had very little money, but he did
have agood friend who was an engineer.
"Don Burggraf set up the equipment
and still works for the station and he never has taken adime in salary," Lawson
said. "Don is our biggest volunteer and
president of our company."
Working 10 years as a "labor of love,"
is abit unusual, but Burggraf himself is
unusual. His day job is maintenance
engineer at WBIR(TV), Knoxville,
Tenn.
"My TV job just keeps the lights on
in my house," he said. "The concept of
non-commercial, community radio
always had awarm spot in my heart. My
philosophy goes back to the real intent

Lawson expects that the station's
Internet presence will survive the new
streaming fees.
"We just met with the attorney from
SoundExchange and Ithink we're going
to be OK with the new rulings:' he said
in October. "For awhile, Iwas afraid the
record guys were going to choke this
Internet thing off, but it looks like smaller
companies will be able to pay a small

the refrigerator used to be."
Studio B has two mics, which come
down from the ceiling for interviews in
the former kitchen area. Studio C is a
bigger space in the back where an RCA
77 ribbon mic is available for live performances, which are frequent and sometimes boisterous.
"It's amazing, the people who have
come in here to play live," said Lawson.

The station's programming

includes

regional musical styles. It even airs hog calls
once in a while.

percentage of their revenue instead of
paying by the listener and by the hour.
Because we're non-commercial, Ithink
we'll be in good shape."
Lawson started dreaming about
putting on astation like WDVX in 1991,
but it took five years before the dreams
became reality.
"We got one small grant from the
Tennessee Arts Commission for $ 1,600
to broadcast four live productions from
the Laurel Theater in Knoxville. The rest
of our money comes from listeners and
some corporate underwriting," Lawson
said.
The station's programming includes a
lot of regional musical styles. It even airs
hog calls once in awhile.
But why broadcast from acamper, and
doesn't it get crowded in there?
Lawson's friend Bob Moore made the
original suggestion for this unorthodox
studio.
"He pulled this thing up on his property so we could use an STL to hit the tow-

The station broadcasts from remote locations using an older-model Comrex codec.
But yes, the camper is very crowded.
"We don't even have room for acomputer in there," said Burggraf. "Every bit
of space is taken, and the weather is a
factor too. Most of the time it's pleasant
because we're in the south, but winters
can be brutal."
The morning show is bluegrass and
classic country. It's called " Rise and
Shine With Freddy Smith." Smith is a
part-timer who has never missed aday of
work in his three years on the air.
Middays are handled by Red Hickey, a
full-timer who started as avolunteer.
"She also plays in aband and loves the
music," said Lawson. "Her other duties
include keeping the logs and working on
the music library."
"Grace" is another full-time employee
who doubles as Webmaster. She is normally on the air between 2 and 7 p.m.,
subject to change to accommodate music
specials on the station.

7. Hillman/Pedersen
Way Out West
Back Porch
8. Lauderdale/Stanley
Lost In The Lonesome Pines
Dual Tone
9. Various
The Bottle Let Me Down
Bloodshot
10. Ralph Stanley
Ralph Stanley
Columbia

In the evenings, a number of shows
rotate on days of the week including
"The Happy Camper Show," which features world music, heard on Mondays.
On Tuesday nights, Lawson shares the
microphone with a 14- year- old lad
named Alex Leach who has been with
the station since he was nine. Their show
is called "The Bluegrass Special."
There is a live host overnight. Her
name is "Mary Lou," and one can hear the
eastern Tennessee twang in her voice. On
Sunday, WDVX plays bluegrass gospel
and what Lawson calls "old-time music."
Other programs have titles that provide
agood picture of the spectrum of music.
"Hillbilly Fever," "Johnny Mac's Friday
Night Blues Attack" and " Tennessee
Saturday Night," are among them.
Obviously, the geographical area is a
hotbed for this type of music, and
Lawson believes he touches alot of people with his programming.
"You have a lot of ' pickers' down
here and Ithink our station has created
abuzz with the local musical community," he said.
But even with its small signal, WDVX
offers unique programming in aworld of
cookie-cutter playlists.
"Americana is one of the most exciting
formats out there right now," said
Lawson. "We show up strongly in the ratings for a small station, especially with
men 45-64. Idon't know why we don't
get alot more women listening. Maybe
they don't like the hog calls."
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Don't Monitor
Your Modulation,
Whether you are responsible for one station or one hundred,
Connect

ModMinder and its state of the art Windows' software
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Analyze it.

MICRO ANALYSIS
Examine the modulation of any individual station in
revealing detail. Amulticolor bar graph shows peak to RMS
ratio in real-time. Graphic two and three dimensional
histograms display your modulation with dramatic clarity. 3D
histograms add the key element of time to modulation analysis.
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CUSTOMIZATION
We've worked hard to anticipate everyone's needs in
analyzing modulation, but know that special requirements
are sometimes necessary, especially for group broadcasters.
So, Modulation Sciences has developed unique, proprietary
software tools that make it easy and affordable to customize

Call Modulation Sciences, your sound authority

rin

modulation
sciences
inc.

12A Worlds Fair Drive Somerset, NJ 08873
Toll Free: ( 800) 826-2603 Voice: ( 732) 302-3090
Fax: ( 732) 302-0206 E-mail: sales@modsci.com
www.modsci.com

amodulation analysis software application to suit your
individual needs. Please contact us for further details.
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Rings, Stubs and Rototillers
by W.C. Alexander
There are numerous FM antenna
designs commercially available with
various characteristics. Types include
the panel with crossed dipole, ring,
ring- stub,
slanted
dipole
and
"rototiller."
In the early days of FM broadcasting,
several variations of the ring radiator
were designed for both horizontal and
vertical polarization. It was found that
by adding vertical stubs to the ends of
the radiator, one could produce elliptical polarization. It is difficult to produce true circular polarization with a
ring or ring stub radiator because the
axial ratio varies with azimuth. Over the
years, the design has been improved by
adding asecond ring. One advantage of
this type of radiator is its excellent circularity in free space. A disadvantage is
that it is a high-Q design and is more
susceptible to detuning because of
icing.
A variation on the ring radiator is the
ring- stub. The horizontally- polarized
radiation is produced by the ring portion of the radiating element. The popular Shively 6814 is an example of a
ring- stub design.
Slants and panels
lhe slanted dipole antenna was
developed in the 1970s. As its name
implies, it consists of two half- wavelength slanted dipoles bent 90 degrees.
The two dipoles are fed in phase. The
ratio of V-pol and H-pol radiated power
is determined by the slant angle. Shunt
feeding provides for equal currents in
all four dipole arms, which produces
excellent circularity. The Jampro
Penetrator is an example of a slanted
dipole antenna.
Another popular design, often called
the " rototiller" because the radiating
elements have ashape similar to that of
the blades of arototiller, consists of two
series-fed bent dipole elements, forming
a space- phased, circularly polarized
radiator. This configuration in combination with the relatively large diameter of
the radiating elements tends to produce
good bandwidth and inhibit corona discharge. The ER! SHPX is an example of
this type of antenna.
Panel antennas were developed in the
1950s specifically for collocated stations. They come in flat and cavitybacked configurations. Both the flat
frame and cavity are made of a largediameter wire mesh with 4- to 12- inch
openings. The mesh appears electrically
as a solid surface but produces little
wind loading.
Two crossed dipoles are used as the
illuminating source for each panel or
cavity. The dipoles are fed 90 degrees
out of phase to produce circular polar-

ization. This type of antenna typically is
side-mounted on alarge-aperture tower.
Because they are directional, panel
antennas usually require three or four

achieve extremely wide bandwidth.
This type of matching scheme more
typically is used on master antennas fed
by multiple collocated stations.

Complex matching schemes

use

phase quadrature compensation to achieve
extremely wide bandwidth, typically for master
antennas fed by multiple stations.

panels, mounted around the tower to
produce a circular horizontal radiation
pattern; circularity on the order of 2dB
is achievable. The cavity-backed design
offers better axial ratios with more controllable azimuth pattern and better
bandwidth. Cavity-backed panel antennas provide alot of control where directivity is important.
With all these designs, antenna gain
is achieved by vertically stacking multiple antenna elements or "bays" at fullor half- wavelength spacing on a common feed. A single circularly-polarized
bay operating by itself usually exhibits
anegative gain over ahalf-wave dipole
in free space, while two bays usually
provide near-unity gain. More than two
bays will exhibit a positive gain, and
gains of up to seven are possible with
an antenna with 12 bays.
A good match
Matching is an important consideration in FM antenna arrays.
The simplest and perhaps most common method uses a VSWR tuner. This
matching section is inserted between
the transmission line and the antenna
interbay line and consists of variable
capacitors at 1/8- wavelength spacing
along the main feeder at the antenna
input.
This type of matching section is used
on many side- mounted antennas. It is
adjusted for minimum reflected power
to the transmitter. The net effect of this
matching scheme is to place an impedance in parallel with the antenna
impedance to match it to the 50-ohm
line. The disadvantages of this method
are that it is bandwidth- limited and it
produces standing waves within the
interbay line.
Another matching scheme involves
the use of dielectric or metal slugs on
the main transmission line inner conductor. This type of matching scheme
produces better bandwidth, although it
is more difficult to adjust.
Other, more complex schemes use
phase quadrature compensation to

Deicing equipment, either in the
form of electric heat or radomes, tends
to increase the complexity, cost,
required maintenance and weight of an
antenna. When ice forms on an antenna, the resonant frequency of the antenna tends to go down. A narrowband

MARKET

antenna with even a small amount of
ice will present an unacceptably high
VSWR to the transmitter, possibly
leading to damage not only to the transmitter but also to the transmission line
and the antenna itself.
Deicing equipment keeps ice from
forming on the radiating elements, thus
preventing this detuiiing. Broadband
antennas, while detuned by ice just as
more narrowband designs are, have sufficient bandwidth that the detuning has
little effect on the load presented to the
transmitter.
Savings
Keep in mind that high initial cost
may be offset by many years of low
maintenance costs. The converse also is
true. When selecting an antenna, the
best approach is to select the best antenna that your budget can stand. After all,
what other part of your transmission
system has more effect on the signal
you present to your audience?
In the next installment, we will look
at transmission lines.
The author is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting and a frequent speaker at industry conventions
and training seminars. e
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V-Soft's AM- Pro
Goes Nighttime
V-Soft Communications is out with a new nighttime version of AM-Pro that
automates the job of doing difficult allocation work.
"We are one of the few companies today to bet on AM's ultimate success by
investing our resources in awholly new product for the standard band," said the
company's Doug Vernier.
AM-Pro combines daytime contour-to-contour allocations with a set of RSS
nighttime tools. It provides numerous tables including azimuthal radiation limits
and channel interference. The program's coverage mapping engine draws finequality polygon feature maps. It comes with M3 and R2 ground conductivity databases and the U.S. 2000 Census database.
Eight industry consultants, knowledgeable in AM allocations, served as beta
testers and consultants on this project.
For information contact the company in Iowa at (800) 743-3684 or visit
www.V-Soft.com.
Freq: 990 kHz
Latitude: 25-50-34 N
Longitude .080-25-12 W

AM Co- Channel Allocation Study

Atlantic
Ocean

Correction
The formula used in an earlier article in this series ("Overshoots and CloseIn Coverage," Nov. 6) was incorrect.
The formula should read:
First Null Radius (mi.) —

Antenna Height (ft.) xNo. Bays
5,280
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. •
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Boscon Show
Called a Success
Organizers said a large turnout
spelled success for the Boscon 2002
Convention, sponsored by Boston SBE
Chapter 11, at the Royal Plaza Trade
Center in Marlborough, Mass.
Boscon 2002 was the first broadcast
convention in the Boston area since the
1990 NAB Radio Show and the first
ever organized by SBE Chapter 11.
The opening day of the two-day convention was given over to an Ennes
Workshop.
"The workshop was a great success," said Bob Hess, co-organizer of
the event for SBE Chapter 11.
"Attendance was a record high for an
Ennes Workshop, anywhere, ever." A
total of 96 registered for the day- long
event. After opening comments and
lunch, attendees could choose an afternoon devoted to radio or television.
On the radio side, topics included
the latest on HD Radio implementation,
new developments on data services for
HD Radio and digital audio testing. A
joint session for radio and television
engineers featured apresentation about
the process of siting new towers. The
day ended with a talk from the Boston
district
director
of
the
FCC
Enforcement Bureau.
Day two of the convention featured
an exhibit hall with 110 companies displaying broadcast equipment. Some
435 people attended the exhibits.
"Our idea was to give broadcasters
who don't go to the spring NAB an
opportunity to attend a show well-balanced between radio and television
interests," said Dan Rau, who orgaMARKET
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nized the event with Hess. "We also
wanted to schedule the workshops separate from the exhibits so that attendees
would have time to give their full attention to both aspects of the show."
Engineers reported being pleased
with the content of the Ennes
Workshop and its organization. While
some exhibitors reported spotty traffic
at the exhibits, others were pleased
with the turnout. " We were busy all
day," said Brian Szewczyk, regional
sales manager for Harris Corp.
Hess and Rau were pleased with the
turnout and plan to make the show an
annual event. "We're already talking
about how to make it even bigger next
year," said Rau.
— by Michael LeClair

The 'Yellow Submarine' remote vehicle by Kustom Kreations
brought visitors to the booth of Technet Systems Group.

TWIN STREAMS

OF SPARKLING DIGITAL

AUDIO BOTTLED AT

THE SOURCE DELIVERED

CRYSTAL CLEAR

PLACE

It's a Cellphone.
It's a Music
System.
Now you can turn your cellphone
into astereo FM system.
The Nokia 7250, shipping early next
year, is afashion phone with all the latest cellphone accessories including a
CIF camera, color display and support
for MMS and Java. More of interest to
us, the 7250 has astereo FM radio.

You went all- digital and spent $ 10K or a processor
for asignature air sound, right? So the . ast thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compression.

The Music Stand option allows the
phone's radio to be played through
stereo speakers; you just plop the
phone into the stand.
The product was among those introduced at Nokia' Mobile Internet
Conference in Munich.
For information visit the company
Web site at www.nokia.com.

Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio cof the
SL9003Q. It's configurable with up to two pairs of
uncompressed stereo audio. You choose the sampling
rate: 32, 44.1 or 48 kHz. Even add a cosi affective
Ti backup option with redundant audic mccules, for
still more versatility.
Dual, uncompressed AES streams - one STL - and
the reliability and quality of Moseley.
The choice is clear.
phone ( 805) 968 9621 • 111 Castilian alive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • www.moseleysb.corn
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Internet Voice Tracking

Living Log

Use top talent from across
town or around the world.
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Sound Software

Master Control is Selector® smart.
For live-assist, automation, satellite,
Internet and remote broadcasting.

Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600
info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com/howitwprks
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See Page 26 4 1
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Early Holiday for Small Webcasters
by Craig Johnston
Small Webcasters got their Christmas
present before Thanksgiving, when
Congress passed the Small Webcasters
Settlement Act of 2002.
In the face of retroactive copyright royalty payments dating back to late 1998, hundreds of small Webcasters saw the legislation as the only way to avert bankniptcy.

Because the Senate amended a
House- bill, HR- 5469 had to pass the
House again before heading to the president's desk. Barely 20 minutes before
the 3:05 a.m. adjournment gavel fell on
Nov. 15, the House gave its unanimous
consent as well.
The president was expected to sign it.
The measure opened the door for
small Webcasters and SoundExchange,
the royalty-receiving agent, to come to an
agreement that would supersede the perperformance fee structure laid down by
the U.S. Copyright Office last summer.
A prior measure had come to a
screeching halt in the Senate before the
November elections when Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C., raised a last-minute
objection. (The Small Webcasters measure was being shepherded through
Congress without committee hearings,
this requiring unanimous consent in
each house.)
Even though the due date for the large
copyright payments had come and gone
at that point. SoundExchange extended
an offer to await payment until Congress
acted or until the year ended.
Stealthily, and without returning Web

Watcher's repeated phone calls, Helms'
staff members crafted new language that
addressed needs expressed by religious,
college, non-commercial and other
Webcasters who had not been included in
the earlier version of the bill.
Despite the term "small Webcaster"
appearing in the bill's title, those rewriting the bill also took out the definition of
asmall Webcaster as well as any specific
royalty rates. Rather, they set the table
for Webcasters and SoundExchange to
come to their own agreement on the
gross revenue threshold of small
Webcasters and royalty rates and set a
Dec. 15 deadline for them to do so.
Most traditional radio stations simulcasting their programming on the
Internet probably will not be affected,
because their gross revenues likely are
above the threshold of a " small
Webcaster" to which SoundExchange
and the Webcasters ultimately will
agree. But Web Watcher notes that this
is not asure thing.
Royalty payments for non-commercial
Webcasters, so defined by their tax-exempt
status, are suspended until next June 30 to
give that group an opportunity to come to
an agreement with the music industry.
Commercial and religious broadcasters
worried that the prior version of the bill
would set precedents that future
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panels
could use in establishing royalty rates in
later years. The new version specified the
legislation should not be considered
precedent-setting.
However, when Web Watcher asked the
NAB for acomment, he was told the association is not commenting on the SWSA
because it does not involve broadcasters.
* * *
As this issue of Radio World arrives
in your mailbox, the NAB and an array of

major radio groups are due in the Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit in
Philadelphia, where their appeal of a
Copyright Office determination is being
heard.
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LAW REVIEW

Prep for EEO,
Radio License
Renewal
by Barry D. Umansky
As 2002 comes to a close, radio
broadcasters prepare their New Year's
resolutions to understand and comply
with two important new developments in
FCC law.
The first is a revised set of Equal
Employment Opportunity rules. The
second — and you knew this would be
back too — is the resumption of the
radio license renewal process.
Indeed, the Federal Communications
Commission has confirmed that any
allegations against a station for EEO
non-compliance will be central to FCC's
assessment of that station's license
renewal application.

Sen. Orrin G. Hatch. R-Utah
The broadcasters have insisted from
the start that the DMCA's instituting
sound recording copyright royalties does
not include simulcasts of their terrestrially broadcast programming. The
Copyright Office has ruled they are
included, and has denied broadcasters'
every appeal on the subject.
Another Internet radio interest going the
court route is Internet- only Webcaster
Live365. The company has asked the D.C.
Circuit Court of Appeals to let it wait to
pay its copyright royalties until the company's appeal has gone through the courts.
Live365 claims the Copyright Office's royalty rates are arbitrary and violate its right
to free speech because they make
Webcasting prohibitively expensive.
See WEB WATCH, page 28

Key element
Just as before, EEO has become a
key, if not the key, element of the broadcast license renewal process. So it's time
to check with your communications
counsel to ensure that your station will
be bulletproof, on EEO and other
grounds, when you file for license
renewal — and that time is approaching.
The three-year period during which
all radio stations will file for license
renewal begins next year.
Here's a brief summary of the FCC's
EEO history and the new EEO rules, plus
abrief preview on the upcoming return of
the radio license renewal process. My
next Broadcast Law Review article will
be dedicated to license renewal and the
steps you should be taking every day to
assure a trouble- free experience in getting your FCC license renewed.
See EEC, page 30
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Trust Orban for Your Ration's lnique Sound
Want to stand out on the dial and keep listerners longei. Here is your ammunition...
the Orban Optimod 8400. Five- band procesl.ing for louder and brighter signal, with the
smoothness and pristine clarity needed to hold listeners for extended periods. Version 2.0
software features echo- free monitoring ( to make offair headphone monitoring practical
for talent).The 8400 is your ticked to broadcasting excellence. Call us today.

Incredible
Eventide

Need to save money, but still sound loud? Consider the Orban 2200.You get the same
loLd, clear, Optimod sound, but in adownsized box.The 2200 includes an all digital
processing engine plus adigital stereo encocer/generator Features: 2- band processing,

Prices Too Low to
Advertise. Call BSW
Today and Save!

analog XLR I/O and two BNC composite outputs.The 2200D processor adds digital AESiEBU I/O.
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The 2020MkIll broadcast processor is even cleaner and louder than its predecessors
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due to new circuitry and algorithms - all without any processing artifacts or delay. The
comprehensive 2020MKIllwith03 features leveler, multiband compression, low distortion,
overshoot compensated low pass filter, stereo generator, and balanced analog and digital
I/O All the parameters are digitally controllec, via front panel controls or aWindows

Automatical
Catch Up After
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compatible remote control serial interface.
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The Inovonics Omega_FM offers multibartd, digital audio processing with asoftware- based
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From the inventors of the digital talk shays dEla /, comes a
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Call for Speciail Sale Price

Li

deign that provides ashort, clean, audio signal path.This Epproach assures negligible'latency"
or audio delay, allowing traditional, direct "off-air" signal monitoring. Features: gated, intelligent
"gain- riding" wide- range, triple parametric EC and multi- band compression to help create and
define on- air sound; split- spectrum final limiting; analcg/digital inputs and outputs.
The Inovonics DAVID II ( model # 71600) integrates FM audio processing and stereo
generation into asingle, easy-to- use, affordable packaoe. It lets you achieve an aggresive
sound that is fully protected from over- modulation without sacrificing ease of setup.
One of the bestvalues in FM audio processing.
OMEGAFM

List $ 5,880.00

Call for Price

71600

List $ 2,000.00
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BSW Offers Package Pricing

Order Today 1.80
Go Online www.
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Top- Selling Hybrids and Phone System
audio interface with 24- bit digital signal processing. Features: auto mix- minus;
:adjustable compressor anc expander; acoustic echo cancellation; 3- band digital
EQ; balanced analog and digital inputs.
The DH20 is an econombal 16- bit digital hybrid.
The TS612 multi- line telephone system makes it easy to manage multiple
lines for power phone users.TheTS61 2contains two dig.tal hybrids that provide
interface to six telephone lines.The dual hybrids alow it to conference up to four
callers simultaneously, or serve two studios with two conferenced calls each.The
TS612 has a " phone-like"call-screening control suiface that's easy to use.
DH30

List $ 1,795.0Ù

s 1,595 °°

DH20

List $ 995.00

s895 °°

TS6' 2-6

List $ 3,149.00

S2,795"

atts in aSingle Rack
The ART SLA-

APP-IED RESEARCH AI ID TECF-11.1

w noise and distortion.

Features: toroidal transformer; XLR and 1/4" inputs ground lift switch; fan- cooled design; power, clip, signal
and protect LEDs; frequency response of 10 Hz to 40 kHz within 1dB; one rack-space design; rugged, steel
chassis is designed for yea, sof durable and reliable use. 100 ' vans per channel into 8ohms.
Eventlele
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List $ 27g 00

s199 °°

Trust dbx for Great Sounding Vocal

BYPASS

mic preamp with

phantom power, compressor, de-esser, EQ, expander/gate and much more. Mic and line level inputs are
balanced XLR. Balanced 1.'4"TRS outputs. Order today.

eAffordable"Auto1"Broadcast Delay

286A

List $ 299.95

S 199 °°

eHow- cost Eventide BD9.50 replaces the earlier farraus
1,942 units, with an importarret twist - it not only
des adelay, treplaces naughty words w th astation's
¡'zapper"! In the past it was necessary to wire the delay
g" switch to acart machine and arelay to kill the callet,
speak, and let the recorded fi ler do its work.The latest
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tide unit, du Dbed the"AutoFi IBroadcast Delay"does the
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NPRM

Time to Speak Up

by Harry Cole

ownership rules was that, by providing a station to serve that community's particu"structural" approach that limited the
lar needs and interests.
Humpty Dumpty once said, "When I ownership of stations, but did not impose
A third goal of the ownership rules
use aword, it means just what Ichoose
any limits on the content of material that
was to promote competition. In general,
it to mean — neither more nor less," to
licensees could broadcast, it achieved
robust competition within a market is
which Alice, of Wonderland fame,
that free and unfettered exchange of ideas
desirable from acommercial perspective.
responded, "The question is whether
indirectly,
thus
avoiding
First
But it also affords secondary benefits
you can make words mean so many difAmendment problems.
with respect to the program service that
ferent things."
That was fiction. But the casual reader of the FCC's recent Notice of
Proposed Rule Making on broadcast
of the NPRM on
ownership might be forgiven for thinking that the commission has chosen to
ownership might be forgiven for thinking
abandon objective reality for the infinitely malleable, totally subjective
that the FCC has chosen to abandon objective
approach to language, and idea.
embraced by Mr. Dumpty.
reality for the approach to language embraced
The history of the broadcast ownership
by Humpty Dumpty.
rules is well known. From the earliest
days of regulation, the commission, following the direction of Congress, sought
to limit the number of broadcast licenses
that any one person or entity could hold.
A second goal traditionally cited in
the public can expect to receive from
These limitations served a variety of
support of the ownership rules was localentities competing to attract the ears and
goals. By definition they increased diverism. Since the Radio Act of 1927, which
eyes of the broadcast audience.
sity of ownership, which in turn meant
established the precursor to today's FCC,
In a perfect universe, the ownership
that a diversity of "voices" speaking to
Congress has mandated that broadcast
rules could have continued to exist withthe public. Such diversity of viewpoints
channels be doled out fairly and equiout much problem. But we do not live in
was said to advance essential values of
tably among the various states and comaperfect universe.
our democratic system, which is based,
munities.
Instead, the attractiveness of assemafter all, on the free and unfettered
The commission historically took that
bling large groups of commonly owned
exchange of ideas.
to mean that it would be desirable if each
stations seems gradually but inexorably
And one of the beautiful aspects of the
community could have at least one local
to have overwhelmed the more theoreti-

The casual reader

NRB Opens Headquarters
The National Religious Broadcasters opened its first permanent headquarters with a dedication ceremony to mark a
renewed focus on evangelical broadcasting. The building is in
Manassas, Va.,
"This is an anchor for us," said NRB Chairman/CEO Glenn
Plummer. "It brings our focus to apermanent home. One benefit
is that this place is much closer to the Capitol and the FCC."
The ceremony included letters from evangelists Billy Graham
and Pat Robertson, who donated abronze statue for the building's foyer. Notable attendees included Rep. Frank Wolf, RVa.,
and Tim Goeglein, a special assistant to President Bush.
Approximately 125 people attended.
The NRB recently took a stand against the proposed
Echostar/DirecTV satellite network merger, which was denied

The NRB cuts the ribbon at its
new headquarters. From left:
Chairman/CEO Glenn Plummer,
Building Committee Chairman Jerry
Rose and Executive VP Michael Glenn
by the FCC and the Justice Department.
"Access for the gospel on TV through satellite
and cable is not where it should be," said
Plummer, pointing out the merger would have
decreased opportunities for religious broadcasters in more rural areas served by satellite.
The 18,000-square-foot, two-floor headquarters houses the group's offices and the
Religious Broadcasting Hall of Fame, and will
contain an NRB museum in the future. The
museum will include print, audio and video
materials in interactive exhibits on the history
of evangelical broadcasting that will occupy the
lower floor of the building.
NRB's New Headquarters

— Michael Hedrick

cal, far less commercially rewarding,
underpinnings of the ownership rules.
By the 1980s the limits had already
started to erode. But the final nail in their
coffin was the Telecommunications Act
of 1996, in which Congress lifted national
ownership limits for radio licenses, drastically expanded local radio ownership
rules and suggested that similar deregulation on the TV side might be warranted.
The 1996 Act was especially odd
because, while it seemed to direct a
major-league reversal of the commission's ownership policies, it left intact
other statutory language embracing localism and diversity as desirable goals.
The commission — which as a creation of Congress is obligated to play the
slavish and unquestioning Igor to
Congress's Dr. Frankenstein — has
sought to make sense of Congress' intent,
but the FCC's ability to do so is constrained by the seeming inconsistencies
inherent in what Congress has done.
All of which leads us to the NPRM
released in September.
In the NPRM, the commission
announced its intent to review all of its
broadcast ownership rules and policies in
asingle omnibus proceeding. To the extent
that radio ownership rules already were
under consideration in their own proceeding, that separate proceeding is going to
be folded into the new omnibus docket.
So what we have on the table for consideration are the local radio ownership
rules, the radio/television and newspaper/broadcast cross-ownership rules and
the national and local television ownership rules.
The NPRM lays out an ambitious
range of questions involving the state of
mass media and the appropriate role of
the FCC in regulating the mass media.
But there are problems with the NPRM.
First, although it is entitled anotice of
"proposed rule making," the commission
has in fact not proposed any particular
rules. Rather, it simply has asked aboatload of questions.
Normally, an NPRM is expected to
contain at least some indication of the
action that the agency is contemplating,
so that folks who might be affected may
comment. The lack of any particular proposals makes it a bit difficult to know
what may be in store and, therefore, how
best to comment on it.
Chatter
Some say the commission may be
planning to dismantle, to the extent possible, all of its broadcast ownership rules.
That may indeed be the case, and it
may even be agood idea overall, but if
that in fact is the intended goal of the
NPRM, it brings into focus a second
problem. The commission, in the NPRM,
continues to embrace diversity, localism
and competition as desirable goals.
Abandonment of ownership regulation would appear to be antithetical to
traditional notions of "diversity," "localism" and "competition." The massive
consolidation of radio ownership which
has occurred in the wake of the 1996
Act demonstrates what happens when
ownership limits are lifted: The number
of different owners shrinks dramatically,
and stations that were once owned and
operated locally become small elements
of national chains, controlled from afar
by folks who, it often appears, are driven more by concerns about their own
financial bottom line than about the public interest.
See COLE'S LAW, page 29
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Web Watch

issues a "Tech Agenda" at the beginning
of acongressional session, which will
offer insight on what to expect from the
senator in the year upcoming.

forming the new CARP, which means
next year's royalty rates won't be determined until 2003 is well underway.
Combine this with questions about

Trans Cosmos International, will retain
certain rights to the MeasureCast services
and technology.

Continued from page 23

* * *

* * *

In November the country saw a surprisingly strong showing by the
Republicans, who strengthened their hold
on the House and took back control of
the Senate. What the elections will mean
to Internet radio is not yet clear.
What is clear is that the Republicans
will place members of their own party in
committee chairmanships. Sen. Orrin
Hatch, R- Utah, likely will head the
Judiciary Committee, which oversees
copyright legislation.
"Hatch has traditionally been supportive
of artists' issues and is astrong supporter in
the notion that holders of copyright be
compensated for their work," said Web
Watcher's unidentified insider, code-named
Deep Thought. "On the Small Webcaster
Amendments Act, he voted for it, but was
not vocal and did not make waves."
Longer range, Sen. Hatch at the head
of Judiciary brings into question efforts
to modify the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act. He has heaped praise on
the DMCA in the past, which might indicate tough sledding for the Internet
Radio Fairness Act introduced by Reps.
Jay Inslee, D-Wash. and Rick Boucher,
DVa. Their legislation entailed a heavy
rewriting of the DMCA.
But Hatch is ahard read on this.
"Hatch has always had a good relationship with broadcasters and the NAB:'
said Deep Thought. "So it should be fun
to watch this one next year."
When Web Watcher spoke with a
Hatch insider, he was told the senator

comScore Networks
Monthly Online Sales of Music versus
Average Monthly U.S. Home Users of Select File-Sharing Applications
Online Sales of
Recorded Music

Dollar
Sales
($Millions)

IQ
2Q
3Q
4Q
IQ
2Q
3Q

2001
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2002

Unique Users of File-Sharing Applications
Average Month Within Quarter (Thousands)

Average
Month
Within
Quarter
(Thousands)

$262
$269
$199
$278
$230
$194
$122

Napster

Kazaa

11,962
8,264
5,722
2,960
1,644
1,060
751

519
1,588
2,998
4,577
7,278
9,431

-I .2(i
-28%
-39%

services' client application by unique users at home. This table does not include all file-sharing applications. Data not available for Morpheus in 3Q 2002.

comScore data shows online CD sales declining.
* * *
Speaking of next year, royalty rates for
Internet streaming that were set by the
Copyright Arbitration Royalty Panel run
out at year's end. A new CARP will be
empanelled by the Librarian of Congress
to determine rates for 2003.
The Copyright Office told Web
Watcher there is no firm schedule for
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what Congress will or won't do and one
of Webcasters' major expenses remains
an unknown.
Web Watcher observation: What's new?
* * *
It's been hard to understand how the
nascent and stumbling Internet radio
industry could support two ratings services: Arbitron Inc. and MeasureCast Inc.
Now there is now just one.
Arbitron purchased the license to
MeasureCast's Web stream audience
measurement software, along with other
MeasureCast assets. "You're putting the
MeasureCast technology together with
Arbitron's experience and resources,"
said Arbitron Vice President for
Communications Thom Mocarsky.
The move could be a win for
Webcasters. Web Watcher has listened to
panelist after panelist at Streaming Media
and the NAB show talk about the need
for research that advertisers believe in.
"This is a significant step forward in
our efforts to establish an industry standard currency for measuring streaming
media audiences," stated Bill Rose,
Arbitron vice president and general manager, Webcast Services.
Web Watcher notes that the two companies measured audiences for adifferent list of clients, requiring one to look
back and forth at both lists to determine
the relative success of Webcast stations
and networks. The new ratings will be
known as Arbitron's MeasureCast
Ratings.
The former MeasureCast will continue
on with anew, but undetermined at press
time, name. What will they do?
"We're not disclosing that yet," said
Randy Hill, CEO and founder of
MeasureCast. "We think we have a very
exciting new product that we're working
on with some of our partners. This transaction helps both parties: It establishes a
single standard in the streaming measurement space, and it gives us the opportunity to focus on new product development."
MeasureCast partners, which include
Nielsen Media Research, NetRatings and

Arbitron and MeasureCast haven't
been the only research firms studying the
Internet, however. Another company
announced some findings that show the
record industry is not having agood day
online.
Despite the music industry having
crushed free download service Napster,
online-consumer researcher comScore
Media Metrix found online sales of CDs
fell 39 percent in the third quarter compared to sales a year earlier. Similar
drops of 12 and 28 percent were seen in
the first and second quarters.
The music industry cites factors such as
the slow economy and the lack of hit
songs as factors, but it's hard not to focus
on the fact that comScore's research
shows that Kazaa, Morpheus and others
have more than filled the file-sharing void
created by the demise of Napster.
"While a host of factors inevitably
impact consumer behavior, the greater
sales decline online as reported by
comScore would suggest that Internet
file-swapping and CD-burning are having a severe negative impact on music
sales among Internet users," stated Peter
Daboll, division president of comScore
Media Metrix.
* **
Web Watcher notes that the comScore
music sales numbers do not include the
music subscription and download services such as Pressplay and MusicNet.
One of those services made a series of
announcements recently about its own
online CD-burning offerings that may
challenge the value-proposition of the
free downloads.
"When you're using afree service, the
cost of free is time and convenience,"
said Matt Graves, spokesman for
Listen.com. Through its Rhapsody Music
Subscription Service, the company offers
subscribers the opportunity to burn CDs
from more than 100,000 tracks from
major record labels Universal Music
Group, Warner Music Group and
Bertelsmann Music Group, as well as
several dozen smaller labels.
By building the CD-burning software
into its own service, Rapsody allows the
user to complete the search, download and
CD-burning process without leaving its
site. Graves explained to Web Watcher the
guarantees the come along with paying 99
cents acut for music via their service.
On a free service, "you're going to
have to poke around and remember the
names of the songs you want, and hope
you can remember the artist, and hope
that you are getting the right file, that it's
the song you want, that it's an adequate
sound quality, that it's consistent across
all the tracks. That's aguarantee the free
services just can't make."
If Listen.com's past record is any indication, signing deals with the other two major
labels is right around the corner. They were
the first to bring all five majors into the fold
of their subscription music service.
Pressplay recently announced they, too, had
scored the five major label bingo.
Craig Johnston is a Seattle- based
Internet and Multimedia developer who
is afrequent contributor to RW. Reach
him via e-mail to craig@craigjohnston.
com.
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In other words, consolidation seems to
have caused diversity to dwindle, as there
are fewer different broadcast licensees.
And there have been indications that
national group ownership may not be completely consonant with the quaint notion of
truly locally oriented programming.
And as far as "competition" is concerned, the commission has embraced the
somewhat unrealistic notion that competition exists in amarket in which two huge
broadcasters control 80 percent or more
of the local audience and revenues, leaving any remaining non- group or small
group owners to scratch for whatever portion of the remaining audience and revenues they may get their hands on.
So one might well wonder how any
further deregulation of ownership limits
could be thought consistent with diversity, localism and competition.
Of course, in the NPRM the commission does not acknowledge that "diversity" and " localism" and "competition"
would seem to support at least maintenance of the existing ownership rules, if
not areturn to the far more stringent rules
and limits of yesteryear. Instead, the
commission poses a range of questions
seemingly designed to justify elimination
of all the rules.

to be the case.
This is not to say that the commission
is necessarily engaging in hypocrisy or
Orwellian newspeak. The commission's
ability to act is limited by what Congress
tells it to do. So if Congress sends clear
signals — like, say, in the 1996 Act —
that deregulation of ownership is what
Congress wants, then the commission is
pretty much required to comply.
The real problem arises when
Congress, eager to please those who
would benefit from deregulation but
reluctant to abandon the longstanding
goals of diversity, localism and competition, simply ignores the inconsistency
and, in effect, points the commission in
two directions at once. The commission
can be excused if it has trouble acting
consistently under those circumstances.
But that does not mean that the com-

menting public (or, somewhere down the
line, the courts) are under the same constraints. So it would be useful if anyone
who believes that further deregulation of
the ownership rules would be inconsistent with the values of diversity, localism
and competition would so advise the
commission in comments in response to
the NPRM. Any such comments should
provide as much detail, with as much
supporting evidence as possible.
Of course, anyone able to demonstrate
that the opposite is true — i.e., that diversity, localism and competition really
would be served by further deregulation
of ownership limits — should similarly
chip in their two cents' worth.
By declining to make any specific proposals and by asking along laundry list
of questions, the commission has essentially put the primary burden on the com-

Step one
Ni1,Inch brings us back to Humpty
Dumpty.
The NPRM strikes us as afirst step in
an effort by the commission to redefine
diversity, localism and competition in
some way that might be seen as consistent
with abandonment of its ownership rules.
We could be wrong in this reading. It
may turn out that the commission really
and truly does intend to regulate in away
logically designed to preserve the values
that have historically supported the rules.
But we will be surprised if that turns out

Kennedy Tapped
As RAB Chair
David Kennedy, president and
COO of Susquehanna Radio Corp., is
the new chairman of the RAB board
of directors. Gary Fries, RAB president and CEO, announced the election
during the RAB fall board meeting
recently in Atlanta. Kennedy will
serve atwo-year term beginning Jan.
1, 2003.
"The RAB has distinguished itself as
radio's premier sales and marketing
resource, and Susquehanna Radio Corp.
has been one of its strongest champions
over the years," stated Kennedy.
Meantime, David Pearlman, Infinity
senior vice president, has been named
vice chairman of the RAB board while
Joe Bilotta, COO of Buckley
Broadcasting, was voted chairman of
the finance committee. These posts
also take effect the first of the year and
are two-year appointments.
David Crowl, senior vice president.
radio, Clear Channel, currently serves
as chair of the RAB board and will
continue on in that capacity through
the end of the year then remain on the
board and executive committee as
immediate past chairman.
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menting public. So we at Team Cole's
Law urge anyone with astake in the outcome of this proceeding to speak up loud
and clear on the issues.
Only through the development of a
complete factual record will the FCC be
able to formulate and justify any changes
to its ownership rules.
The comment deadline was extended
30 days. Public comments on the NPRM
are due Jan. 2, 2003 and replies on Feb. 3.
You should contact your communications counsel if you have any questions
about the NPRM, or if you would like
help in preparing comments for submission in response to the NPRM.
Harry Cole is a member of the law
firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth P.L.C.
Raach him at ( 703) 812-0483 or via email to cole@fhhlaw.com.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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But regardless ot whether the courts
will be asked to review the new EEO regulations, and unless there is an unlikely
"stay" by acourt, broadcasters now must
abide by the new EEO rules and paper-

EEO
Continued from page 23

On Nov. 7, aunanimous commission
adopted arecast set of EEO rules, focusing on recruitment efforts, in the wake of
two straight court rejections of previous
incarnations of the agency's EEO regs.
Commissioner Copps, at the FCC's open
agenda meeting, urged parties not to file a
judicial challenge of the new EEO rules.
Recast rules
However, in astatement released right
after the FCC open meeting, the National
Association of Broadcasters expressed its
concern that the "new rules have done little
to reduce" the paperwork burdens associated
with the prior FCC EEO regulatory system.

Just as before,

soiling that discriminatory hiring practices
raise serious questions about alicensee's
operation in the public interest.
Annual employment reports began in
1969; written EEO programs began in

EEO has become a

key, if not the key, element of the broadcast license renewal process.
work requirements. And, yes, the FCC is
1970. Stations that did not employ women
in the process of revising the FCC Form
and minorities at certain minimum per395-B Employment Report, for periodic
centages of their local workforce availabilfiling by stations at the FCC.
ity received in-depth review of their EEO
The FCC became involved with broadprograms, as did all stations with 50 or
cast employment practices in 1968, rea- more employees, regardless of these larger

iifed 'oie jr tower erecting,
ineenance and seryice companies...
The National Association of Tower Erectors
(NATE) is leading the way in safety and
education for the tower construction
industry. Active in all facets of the trade,
NATE has become recognized as the leader
in telecommunications and broadcast
construction procedures and practices.
NATE's Annual
Conference &
regarded as the
most comprehensive
and up-to-date
in the tower industry.

EEO now
l'he new rules, based on former
"Option A," have athree-pronged outreach recruitment requirement:
Prong 1: Widely disseminate information concerning each full-time (defined as
30 hours or more per week) job vacancy,
except for vacancies filled in "exigent circumstances," such as when your morning
drive time person walks at 5:30 a.m.;
Prong 2: Provide notice of each fulltime job vacancy to recruitment organizations that have requested such notice; and

Exposition is widely

educational event

stations' employment percentages.
In 1987, the FCC changed its EEO
focus to place greater emphasis on station
efforts to attract female and minority
applicants. This efforts-based enforcement
policy meant more detailed station paperwork concerning outreach to minorityand female-specific sources.
But, in 1998 the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuit found that the
Commission's EEO rules unconstitutionally pressured broadcasters to make racebased hiring decisions.
In early 2000, in response to the court's
ruling, the FCC adopted rules that gave
broadcasters achoice between "Option A"
(requiring basic and supplemental outreach) and "Option B" (mandating collection of detailed race and gender-based data
concerning job applicants).
But, almost exactly one year later, the
same court held that Option B was an
unlawful " race- based" classification
scheme that was not tailored narrowly
enough to support acompelling and welldefined government interest.
Although the court didn't reject Option
A, it found that this option was an integral
part of the overall regulatory system and
could not be separated from the unlawful
Option B. As aresult, on Jan. 30, 2001, the
FCC suspended the outreach, recordkeeping and reporting aspects of the EEO rules.
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Prong 3: Complete longer-term recruitment initiatives within atwo-year period.
"Broadcast employment units" (meaning
single stations or duopoly clusters in a
local market) with five to 10 full-time
employees, or that are located in smaller
markets, must complete two such initiatives during the two-year period. Four
such initiatives must be completed biennially by broadcast employment units located in larger markets and with more than
10 full-time employees.
These include, for example, job fairs,
scholarship and internship programs and
other community events designed to
inform the public as to employment
opportunities in broadcasting.
The commission also adopted revised
recordkeeping and reporting requirements:
(a) Collect, but not routinely submit
to the commission: ( i) job title listings
of all full-time job vacancies filled; ( ii) a
listing of the name, address, contact person and phone number of each recruitment source used to fill the vacancy
(including, if applicable, organizations
entitled to notification, which should be
separately identified); ( iii) dated copies
of all ads, bulletins, letters, faxes, emails, etc. announcing vacancies; and
(iv) documentation demonstrating performance of the Prong 3 menu options,
e.g., job fairs and mentoring programs;
(v) the total number of interviewees for
each vacancy and the referral source for
each interviewee; and ( vi) the date each
See EEO, page 31
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job was filled and the recruitment source
that referred the hiree.
(b) Place in the station public file annually areport including: (i) ajob title list of
all full-time vacancies filled during the
preceding year; (ii) the address, contact
person, and telephone number of each
source used to fill those vacancies; (iii) a
list of the recruitment sources that referred
the people hired for each full-time vacancy; (iv) data reflecting the total number of
persons interviewed for full-time vacancies during the preceding year and the
total number of interviewees referred by
each recruitment source; and (v) alist and
brief description of Prong 3menu options
implemented during the preceding year.
(c) Submit the station's EEO public file
report to the commission as part of the
renewal application and midway through
the license term for FCC mid-term review
if your station employment unit has more
than
10
full-time
employees).
Broadcasters with Web sites must also
post the current EEO public file report on
their sites.

There still are

Radio World

GM JOURNAL
process surrounding the renewal of a station license has changed dramatically over
the past several decades.
The interval between radio license
renewal filings is now eight years, not the
earlier intervals of three and then seven.
And no longer can someone challenge
your renewal application with an application of their own, as the "comparative
renewal" process was outlawed years ago
by an act of Congress.
Renewals return
Although parties still can file "petitions-to-deny" your application at renewal
time, they have no assurance whatsoever
that, if you lose your license, they would
get it. Indeed, an auction process governs
the re-issuing of revoked licenses.
The radio renewal form, last time
around, was only acouple of pages in
length — much reduced from the old days
(when your author was working at the
FCC) when the filing and the required
exhibits could stack over afoot high. But,
although the renewal form had been
trimmed down from pounds to acouple of
pages (and soon will be the "electronic"
filing of responses to only a few questions) and the substantive areas of FCC
inquiry at renewal time have changed and
been reduced, there still are plenty of ways
for abroadcaster to screw things up in the

plenty of ways for

a broadcaster to screw things up in the
license renewal process.
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•STATION SERVICES•
Midnight Trucking Network
Hits the Road
News, talk and entertainment round out the features
of "The Midnight Trucking
Radio Network." The show
runs from midnight- 5 a.m.
Central time seven nights a
week.
Information and entertainment features include
weather and road conditions across the country,
national news, safety and
maintenance tips, a legislative look at industry owneroperator issues, weekend
NASCAR reports, country
music and awrap-up report
of trucking industry news.
"The Midnight Trucking
Radio Network," hosted by
Eric Harley and Joe Kelley,
reaches an audience of 2
million truckers and can be
heard in the United States
and most of Canada and
Mexico.
The service is available
on abarter basis.
For more information
Show Hosts Eric Harley and Joe Kelley
call ( 817) 695-0873 in
Texas, e-mail Mindy.K.Baker@abc.com or visit www.midnighttrucking.com.

MediaSpan, Art.com
Join Forces

Obviously, this is going to be alot of
paperwork. EEO enforcement will be
through the license renewal process, at
mid-term for larger broadcasters, and via
random audits and targeted investigations
resulting from "information received" as
to possible violations.
So expect an FCC inquiry letter if
someone files a substantiated complaint
that you have failed to comply with the
paperwork requirements, let alone have
discriminated in hiring.
The commission deferred adecision
on collecting race/ethnicity and gender
data on station hiring. Such data reportedly would not be used to determine
EEO rule compliance. The commission
said it expects to finish revising FCC
Form 395-B before its next due date:
Sept. 30, 2003.
Saying that it needed more information
to make adecision, the commission also
sought additional public comment on
whether and how to apply the EEO rule to
part-time positions. The new rules likely
will be effective (the effective date is to be
60 days after the FCC decision is published in the Federal Register) by mid-tolate January or early February.
Equal employment opportunity and
nondiscrimination in hiring are the laws of
the land — and they always will and
always should be. But, the lawfulness of
the commission's revised EEO behavioral
and paperwork requirements still remains
an open question.
Nonetheless, today is the day for you to
confer with your communications counsel
as to how your station will be complying
with the new FCC EEO rules.
Radio broadcast veterans know that the

license renewal process.
Sure, you probably will be able to
check the yes/no boxes and complete the
rest of the form in afew minutes. But you
will have to stand by the statements you
make about the performance of your station over the past many years. And,
remember, if you check the "yes" box in
response to aquestion, when the answer
should be "no," you've "misrepresented
yourself' to the FCC. And that's abig
"no-no."
For example, you'll want to say "yes"
to the question asking whether you've
placed all required documents in your
public inspection file "at the appropriate
times." But, have you? Was at least one
issues/programs list put in late? What
about other documents that have to be
placed in the public file?
Well, make sure that your "yes" answer
isn't alie. And are you sure that adisgruntled or former employee won't blow the
whistle on you if you fib alittle? So, the
best course is to say "no" and explain the
circumstances. That's a far better
approach than risking a "misrep" charge.
These are but some of the questions
you need to ask yourself as you approach
renewal. I'll give you more guidance on
renewal in the next Broadcast Law
Review; but now's the time to confer with
your counsel, with license renewal time
just around the corner.
Barry D. Umansky, former deputy general counsel of the National Association of
Broadcasters, is with the communication.'
practice group at the law firm of Thompson
Hine LLP in Washington. Reach him at
(202) 263-4128 or via e-mail to
barry.umansky@thompsonhine.com.

Art and the Internet come together in aventure announced by MediaSpan. The
provider of online retail music and movie stores to radio is partnering with Art.com,
an online marketplace for prints, photos, posters and custom framing.
The association allows MediaSpan radio affiliates to provide listeners access to
100,000 posters and prints through their stations' Music and Movie store.
Each MediaSpan affiliate store is private-labeled to reflect the look and feel of
the participating stations' Web sites. Featured selections within the stores are customized to the format of each station.
MediaSpan and Art.com will join to offer promotions to help drive sales and revenues for participating stations.
For more information call (919) 767 2945, e-mail sales@mediaspangroup.com
or visit www.mediaspangroup.com.
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AUDI

RTS DIGITAL D-7

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip
sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets

With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in

it integrate with most popular automation systems and

submodules for easy analog-to- digital field switches, the D-70 can be

station routers; it even

configured onsite quickly and easi-

has WHEATSTONE's
exclusive VDIPTM software system.
Plug-in modules

ly. On the functional side, fullscale
.1 •,1

e
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digital peak plus simultaneous VU
metering, LED illumination everywhere, built-in machine interface,

let you have any com-

automatic timer and clock ( stand-

bination of mic, analog
or digital line inputs,

alone or ESE slave) all come standard, along with separate source se-

and the 4 stereo bus-

lection for control room and studio

ses give you plenty of

plus built in talkback. You can even

flexibility ( each has
both digital and analog
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all

order the D-70 console with a SUWHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configured console runs stand-alone.

digital inputs plus selectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright

2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

PERPHONE module to support two callers with automatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from WHEATSTONE's experience—
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

ARP Gets
Rheumy

Studio Sessions
Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Radio World
PRODUCT

See Page 35
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EVALUATION

POTS Power From Land Down Under
by Alan R. Peterson
From the land Down Under comes the
Patnot POTS codec, courtesy of Tieline
Codec Solutions in Australia and distributed in the United States by Tieline
America, aTieline Technology company.
While coming from Australia has a
definite conversational angle, the units
are serviced in the United States, in
Indianapolis. If necessary, loaner units
are provided within the same day, so
downtime is not going to be an issue.
With one of the simplest panels
around, the Patriot is jock-friendly. The
straightforward rear panel makes it simple to hook up and hit the air quickly
after arriving at aremote site.
The Patriot ($2,595 list price) comes
close to another Tieline product, the
Commander codec, minus ISDN compatibility and rack mounting. The Patriot
does come with its own feature set that
makes it attractive to a station engineer

seeking adecent POTS codec for those
car dealer remotes, football games and
weekend jock appearances.
With aclaimed 15 kHz response on bit
rates as low as 24 kbps, the Patriot can be
used to send music down the line with
sufficient fidelity for AM and just enough
to swing FM. The Patriot also can connect as low as 9,600 bps.
There are some caveats, which will be
discussed below. Suffice it to say the
Patriot performs its tasks admirably
in an easy-to-use package.
Guts
The Patriot is constructed in
a blue-enameled slant-top chassis, with afootprint slightly larger
than an old 45-rpm record jacket.
Two circuit boards are connected by a
40-pin ribbon connector, the same as is
found in computers. The top board contains the function buttons, four pots, a
rotary encoder and abacklit LCD dis-

AES 2002: Happy
In Los Angeles
by Brett Moss
For the first time in along time it was
nice to go to a pro audio trade show
where an optimistic attitude prevailed.
While no one proclaimed they were
getting rich — and the news of the bankruptcy of Mars Music was adowner for
many on that side of the industry — show
participants were in a better mood than
shows earlier this year. More than one
distributor/manufacturer offered, " You
know, we had apretty good summer ...."
New gear reflected that thought.
Nothing big. No over-the-top splashes.
But there were new products.
Retro mks
A couple of years ago, the craze at
AES was for tube- based retro microphone preamps. AES 2002 clearly saw a
craze for microphones, especially retrostyled, and especially retro tube. This
year many of the new "old" mics, such as
offerings from ADK, Electro -Voice,
Soundelux and Brauner, were anticipated.
But many were not.
Studio Projects/PMI rolled out several
"budget" mics including the intriguing
LSD-2stereo microphone.
Perhaps
most
intriguing
was
Telefunken North America. Showing
copies and updates of several Telefunken
classics, notably joining the ELAM 251
sweepstakes, TNA raised eyebrows.
THE (Taylor-Hohendahl Engineering)
showed avariety of mics, from lollipops

play. Big rubber buttons make up
the DTMF telephone pad and
the function buttons, and
all have apositive tactile "click" feel
when pressed.
The bottom
board
is

to test mics to binaural spheres.
Other new microphones included the
CO 22 omnidirectional from Swedenbased Pearl Lab and an update of the C
414EB from AKG, the C 414B-ULS/SE
stereo set.

Audio Technica AT899
Microphone System
Wireless mics continue to proliferate.
Lectrosonics showed several high-end
"Digital Hybrid" wireless mics including the high- sample rate series 400
aimed at location recording and the
encryptable series 700 for conferencing.
Sony showed several retail-packaged
UWP models aimed more at the burgeoning camera-mounted, conferencing and
workout markets than toward radio
broadcast.
The Audio-Technica Artist Elite line
(wired version) showed further expansion
with the 4000 and 5000 series of wireless
See AES 2002, page 37

b.

where the
brainpower
resides.
The semiconductor complement
inside the Patriot reads
like a " Who's Who" of
the chip world. High-quality SMD components are running the show inside the unit,
including two Analog Devices
2106 SHARC DSPs, several audio ICs
from Analog Devices and National
Semiconductor, a few Exar brand
UARTs, six Cypress Async SRAM memory chips and a Conexant modem/data
pump sending data down the phone line.
Internal construction is first rate and
the PC boards are well mounted and
ready for some knocking around in the
gig bag.
The top panel offers two input pots, a
Send and Return pair ( for headphone
monitoring of audio going out as well as
mix-minus foldback from the station), the
display with its extensive menu hierarchy, and the big dial-and-click selector
encoder.
Once the menus are set, there is little
reason to reenter them; the on-site operator must only be concerned with dialing
and connecting.
The rear connections offer no confusion as to what gets connected where. A
mini- DIN plug takes power from the
line-lump supply. A single 1/4-inch headphone jack allows monitoring of the Send
and Receive signals.
A mic/line selectable XLR input jack
takes a single mic signal or the output
from an external mixer, and is controlled
by the Input 1pot. An XLR output plug
can feed a PA system or arecorder for
the client to have arecord of the day's
broadcast.

Of interest are two additional sets of
jacks. One is acellphone plug that allows
bidirectional operation of the Patriot over
awireless telephone, and apair of RCA
unbalanced input jacks for feeding in an
external device.
The former is handy, but only allows
phone-quality broadcasts. The data
rates of cellphones and those of
POTS codecs cannot fully
talk to each other yet, so it
remains impossible to
get 15 kHz over a
cellphone.
The latter lets a
broadcaster
connect a

MiniDisc
or
cassette
deck into the
Patriot ( for playing
back the coach's comments recorded before the
big game) or alaptop computer soundcard ( when the morning
show sound effects collection comes
along for the ride). This source is handled by the Input 2pot.
Last on the back is the RS-232 interface port. Using software downloaded
from Tieline, the Patriot can talk with a
PC to determine and graph changes in
line quality, keep an extensive phonebook
of numbers the unit could call ( on its
own, the Patriot has a50-number capacity), allows configuration of the unit by
bypassing the displayed menu items, and
can "chat" with the operator/screener at
the other end of the line.
Wired and running
My evaluation consisted of connecting the Patriot units to two local telephones in the greater Washington area
and sending various types of program
audio down the line.
The manual suggests that a connection of 28 kbps with a line quality of
70 percent was typical and would give
ideal results. According to the company, the connections of the Patriot have
been improved since the manual was
written. Tieline now recommends a
line quality of only 35 percent to
obtain astable connection.
Given local telephone use and typical
congestion of the system in our area in
general, the best connection Icould
achieve was 26.4 kbps, with aline quality
averaging much lower — about 48 percent, within the newer guidelines.
Car manufacturers often say "your
mileage may vary," and indeed that is the
See TIELINE, page 39

he annual National Religious
Broadcasters Convention &
Exposition

is

the

world's

largest nationally and internationally
recognized event dedicated solely to
assist those in the field of Christian
communications.

The

Exposition

consists of more than 250 companies
and is adynamic marketplacetbr thos
seeking the tools and services nee&
to further expand their ministries.

eEvent
in Christian
Communications..
Join together with almost 6,000
Chief executives from both radio and
ministry leaders, pastors, legal,.
experts, educators, gospel entertain
ers and musicians, broadcast and
management experts, Internet
providers, publishers, fund raisers,/ agency representatives
d-suppliers.
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News From 1993
Finally Arrives
by Alan R. Peterson

morning on WABC(AM) radio and hung
on every word uttered by Rush Limbaugh
day in and day out when it came to
Radio prides itself as being the one true
the Clintons.
medium that brings people together in the
He had no real plans for Thanksgiving
"me too" experience, where the emotion
or Christmas, but was anticipating seeing
behind the well-crafted and -spoken words
me on avisit while Iwas in New York for
of one is experienced by many.
Ihave felt this enormous and powerful
the AES show.
It was not the reunion
emotional sway throughwe had planned. Still,
out my broadcast career.
he got the sendoff he
whether Iwas listening
deserved: aMarine flag
to someone else's broadceremony, complete
casts, or just listening to
with "Taps."
myself spin a tale or
Here is where the tale
weave afantasy for lisbecomes entangled in
teners I was lucky
time. Almost ayear later
enough to earn and keep.
— only a couple of
You will forgive me
weeks ago — my brothsome indulgence, then, if
er called again to tell me
Itake aserious tack and
he had found an envelope in my dad's desk
share something with you that has been on
that was intended for me back in 1993.
my mind for awhile but only recently has
It was addressed to my old Harrisburg,
moved to the front of the queue.
Pa., apartment, only it was in my mother's
There naturally is a vast difference
handwriting. It appealed to be aletter and a
between radio and the printed words in this
publication, but this column has been a bundle of clippings she had intended for me
almost 10 years ago, if not for afatal heart
conduit for both rants and heartfelt obserattack she suffered in June of that year.
vations Ihave shared with you over the
My brother forwarded it to me, where I
years, and this is one of those times I
let it twirl around unopened in my fingers
appreciate your company and readership.
for the better part of an evening. It was
just too eerie, that piece of mail that was
Proud soldier
never sent in its time. Iwas not sure if I
In spite of this being awondrous time of
should open it.
year, it is an uneasy one for me, as Iobserve
Before Icontinue, Ireally need to take
the one-year anniversary of the passing of
you amajor step back to the early days
my dad, M.V. "Pete" Peterson, proud U.S.
— when Iwas just getting my feet wet
Marine Corps vet, formerly of Mineola, N.Y.

The acorn clearly does not fall far from the tree. The author, age 21,
his mother Gloria and father M.V. Peterson in full Groucho mode.
Word of his passing last year came to
me in aphone call only moments before I
was to head out the door of my newly purchased home, on my way to the 2001 fall
AES convention in New York City.
My older brother, who graciously
offered to host me in his Manhattan apartment during my visit, stunned me with the
news as Iwas leaving to catch anorthbound train from Washington to the Big
Apple. My business trip to cover the convention for Radio World now took on a
whole new priority as he and Inow had to
plan amilitary funeral.
In the last phone call Ishared with my
father, only days before, he was shaken but
quietly introspective on the events of Sept.
11. The smoke plume from the World
Trade Center had been visible from an
upstairs window of his house.
He was pleased Iwas remarried after
more than adecade on my own, thrilled I
was back on the air and looking forward
to seeing a VHS tape of the new house.
He groused about something they said that

— for you to appreciate my situation. I
just hope Ican do this without it sounding like some "Vhen Ivass your age ... "
tale, but you have stuck with me until
now, so I'll try my best.
Igot out of school in 1978 with adegree
in music. Yay. What was Igoing to do with
it? Ihated disco, Icouldn't buy my own
Moog lab-style synthesizer to indulge my
real interests, and Isure didn't want to play
in wedding bands on Sundays.
Itook ajob with amusic-store chain,
but grew weary of that within nine months.
My real itch was to get on the radio and do
adaily show.
My parents, no doubt pleased that my
decision meant Iwould never endure playing seedy nightclubs or pawn my guitar for
booze and gambling money, gave me their
blessings. And in spite of their worst fears
that Iwould be unemployed afew times
and would probably never make more than
$75 week in my entire career, they let me
give radio my best shot. My first job took
See ARP, page 40

Broadcasters
General Store
Your Number One Source for Broadcast Equipment

Wireless as simple
as its name
Ground- breaking, Revolutionary,
Easy- to-use and just plain COOL!
Shure's ULX

Series is wireless the way it should

be simple, agile and bulletproof solutions
that are affordable for working musicians and
professiolal sound installers

•Automatic
Frequency
Selection

he ULX tunes itself! No more timeonsuming fiddling with your gear to
ry and figure out which frequency is
eright one; at the touch of abutton ULX
nds an open frequency in your area.

•Ultra-wide Band X has 1440 frequencies that you can
ne to— up to 40 can be used at the
Operation . ame time, too.
•Stupendous
Sound

n addition to crystal clear vocals, the
ros are saying that ULX bodypack
ystems offer the best wireless audio
quality ever for the notoriously difficult
electric guitar and bass. Never before
has a six- string sounded so good in

any wireless syst

Our faim .ly is growing.. three new offices to better serve you!
Cindy Edwards
828-69:3,2893
cindy@lbroadcastdealer.corn
(Cecile Gi .bsol
937-783-2995
cecile@broadcastdealer.corn
Gary Tit Lot
765-935-67C7
gary@b ,eadcastdealler com

Florida Home Office

1-352-622-7700
www.broadcastdealer.com
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Control Solutions by CircuitWerkes

ARE POWER POLES DEFORMING
YOUR AM COVERAGE PATTERN?
DIRECTIONAL
OR

Control your world with CircuitWerkes
DTMF Tone decoders and controls
The DTMF-16 and DS-8DTMF tone decoders provide
economical remote control over audio lines. The
DTMF-16 decodes single or dual codes while the
programmable DS-8accepts up to 8four- digit sequences.
Silencer option removes DTMF tones from audio.

The SEN 6 Subaudible Tone Encoder
The SEN6 is a single channel Subaudible tone
encoder with integral audio filtering that can
produce 25Hz, 35Hz and combination tones
from external closures.

NON- DIRECTIONAL
PROBLEMS CAN BE SOLVED
SIMPLY
AND

INEXPENSIVELY
WITH THE

FERROLINEAR

luiwererutorae• Cfile:Z3

-N.

RF CHOKE

THE DR10
The SUB- 03 SUbaudible Tone decoder
The SUb-03 is a single channel subaudible
tone decoder that can detect 25Hz, 35Hz
and combination tones on audio channels.
Each tone gives a distinct relay closure.
Integrated filters strip each tone from the
SUB- 03's audio output so no one hears it.

Perfect

recording
CircuitWerkes

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT

for Studio & Automation Control

Dial-up remote control with audio interface lets you
control anything over regular phone lines. Interfaces
with most studio automation systems.
Control
it from a dial- up line or external audio path. The
DR- 10's active, balanced, telco audio output lets
you do live remotes, remote announcement
and..MUCh i much

more!

http://www.circuttwerkes.com 2805 NW 6th Street, Gainesville, FL 32609

Affordable, 'Flexible,
and Dependable???

NOTT LTD
PHONE 505-327-5646
FAX 505-325-1142
EMAIL ron@nottltd.com
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Don't Turn Your Mic
On Without It

'You 'Bet!
PACEMAKER

The NEW SUPERELAY controls
"On The Air" warning lights & gives
you six relays for utility switching.

K
Shown, PM- 218

•New compact design mounts in
one-third rack space
•Plug-in Euro style connectors
for quick and easy installation
•

•Flasher for warning lights and
AC power supply built in

Peactio Anceede

800.327.6901

Henry Engineering
Rack Mountable

Plug-in Installation

No Wall Warts!

(626) 355-3656

In stock, only $ 285 list. Full specs
and dealer list at wvvw.henryeng.com

vvww.autogramcorp.com

Studio tools

o

CM16 -16 Station Intercom System
Fads work stat Ion has UnItille teatures. Vlsit our web site for complete details.

PSC-I1 - Programmable Schedule Controller
With 5I esentk intended titr controlling up to owl OS232/125422 serial devices:16 SPIn rel,ns; aux ilia ry serial purism] rdays all isla single rode space.% PSC II controls
functions by either scheduled time and date.time and day of iwele. serial i.lert commands
and remote input contact closures.

Cn

SSM - Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural sources and generates alarms
indicating loss of carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

BR OA D CASTT,1

tools

C.)

Innovative Problem Solving Tools for Broadcast

CC-II Console Controller
The CC II A provides a( Mackie) non-broadcast mixer with three channels of
microphone switching.Additional features include; monitor level control; monitor
muting; warning light relay; remote control of channel switches and status relays.
Works with most ( MI) mixers and/or DAles with microphone channel inserts.

4800baud, RS-232 serial port providing tilt time in Hit MM: SS feirmat.lhe final
feature is the"SIG" led and SPUT relay, Iiimished as Cal-sale lifr either loss of satellite
or power and invalid time.The Time Sync II is supplied in asmall profile chassis,
along with aGarm in 12 - Channel GPS receiver with embedded antenna.

Time Sync II
The Time Sync II provides four separate GPS time referenced outputs. The first is
aSPDT relay which pulses once every 15 minutes.These times are programmed for
13:00,28:00,43:00 and 58:00 after each hour. The second SPOT relay pulses at the
"Top of the Hour" (00:00).This time may he user programmed. The third output
is an open collector with a100 ms pulse every second while the forth output is an

ICM- I6/DT-2

-

0
ICM-16/31111

ItS I- In/Controller
enaniairmanaarrin

ICM- ' 6/Tool-Box 2

tà

111

PSC-I1

Time Sync II
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Ánsmummisk
ssm

Check out our web site for product information. list pricing, and distributor locations!
.0,ieb. WWII . broadcastocle.ccm • email. supperi@brcadcasitccls.com • ph« 260.854.9559

dio tools give you the Pin, nonalit "mu need for your incility.
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AES 2002
Continued from page 33

systems. Both systems include frequency
scanning and have added Ethernet ports
for PC/Mac control. A-T also re-upped
its commitment to the astounding line of
subminiature lavalier microphones that
actually sound good with the AT899.
Big rage
The other big rage of the show was
high-end digital, especially DSD/SACD
equipment.
Several digital audio workstation makers, and software providers too, showed
high- end machines. Many of these,
notably Merging Technologies and
SADiE, demonstrated DSD/SACD-optimized turnkey DAWs.
•
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recorders, the GX9000 eight-channel
recorder and its bigger sister, a48-channel multitracker, the GX9048. The
always-tantalizing Mytek Digital had a
prototype DSD interface for basic SCSI
hard-disk arrays, the D-Master DSD. No
self-respecting converter maker dared
show anything that didn't spec at least
96 kHz.
Eventide had aparticularly interesting
show. Besides showing upgrades for its
numerous popular processors, DSP7000,
Eclipse and Orville, it announced distribution deals with Manifold Labs and
Princeton Digital. Interestingly, the sole
product from Princeton Digital is the
Reverb 2016, an emulator of the old
Eventide SP2016 reverb box.
The Manifold Labs Plugzilla, amysterious black box, was one of the most
talked- about items at the show. It is a
standalone rackmount device that runs

Peebanel p--
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Crest Audio Pro 200 Amplifier
Carillon, the DAW-optimized computer maker, showed its ultraquiet multiplatform models, including versions for the
upcoming Pro Tools 6.0 (when it finally
ports over to PC, that is).
And speaking of Pro Tools, Digidesign
talked at length about 6.0, which will
debut on Mac OS X before porting to
Windows (no Mac 9.x legacy at all). Digi
also showed the Digi 002 FireWire-based
control surface/software package.
Helping Pro Tools users is anew kid on
the block, Bader. Its 51A is a surround
monitoring controller for the Digidesign
ProControl mixer/control surface.
Sonic Studio launched ahigh-definition DAW based on the old Sonic
Solutions high-end platform, to which it
has acquired the rights. A DSD/SACD
upgrade is available.
On the software and plug-in front,
Waves offered the 360 Surround
Toolkit surround processing and mastering bundle for the Pro Tools HD
platform along with announcing aporting of several other bundles to HD.
Emagic joined in with PTHD, an interface for using Logic Platinum 5 with
Pro Tools HD systems.
Off the beaten Pro Tools path, BIAS
debuted aMac and PC program, Sound
Soap, for budget-minded users needing
to scrub out a little noise from sound
files. Akai showed several VST plug-ins
for chorus, pitch shifting and whatnot.
The chorus generator, Deca Buddy, was
very cool, as was the raclunounted hardware version.
Intriguing was the Voyager Sound
Windows-based GraphiMix, a plug-in
(for Cakewalk Sonar) and softwarebased interface for surround mixing
(Yamaha and TASCAM digital mixers
to begin) that really has to be seen to
be understood.
And to store all those recorded,
mixed and processed bits, Studio
Network Solutions and Storcase
Technology showed the latest in storage
technologies. SNS demoed Fibre
Channel-based systems that offered 400
MB/sec throughput.
Genex Audio showed two much talked about DSD-capable hard- disk

Steinberg VST plug-ins without the need
for ahost computer.
Also on the high-end processing front.
Sintefex brought out three of their
Replicator digital chameleon processors
including the 96 kHz-capable FX8000.
Live sound stuff
Contractors and live sound engineers
were not ignored. The new Rane RPM
26z is the latest in aline of system multiprocessors — this one with the Rane
Drag Net Ethernet-based processor/system controller. XTA showed its line of
Series 2digital dynamics processors.

KRK E8t Monitor
Digigram continued its march into the
world of Ethernet audio sound distribution with apair of network eight-channel
I/O products EtherSound ES8in and
EtherSound ES8out. On the same wavelength, several companies such as Crest
displayed advances into Ethernet networking for things such as amplifiers.
For FireWire Otan i( and Yamaha)
showed an mLan multichannel networking solution.
There was a mini boomlet of highgrade field recording equipment. The
Sony SMX-P01 digital mini mixer
gathered interest, as did anew entrant,
Tamura from Japan. Working with

sound scenarist Frank Serafine, Tamura
showed a battery-powered digital field
mixer capable of surround mixing in
the field.

37

inch woofered sub.
Truth Audio put some amps into its
TA- 1A box to create the powered TA- 1P.
KRK was even busier showing new mod-

Digigram EtherSound Units
Bigger consoles and mixers did not
offer a lot new other than upgrades,
although anotable name is Otan, testing
the waters with the new DB-10, asmall
broadcast-oriented digital console.
Venerable Cadac finally brought over
its S-Type live sound board for the first
time, while John Oram/Trident Audio
introduced several rackmounted mixers
and channel strips. Continuing the Brit
board fest, Soundtracs demoed the DS3B, a64/96-channel broadcast version of
the DS-3digital board.

els such as the M1-18 along with upgraded Exposes, KRoks and RoKits.
From Germany, ADAM ( pronounced
Ah-Dahm) demonstrated much of its line
of high-end powered ribbon monitors.
On the installation side, QSC showed
the ultralightweight ISIS series — passive boxes with 15-inch, 12-inch and 10inch woofers and powered subs. Also
new for installers are new members of
the Celestion KR series, little dome
speakers that would look at home on the
front of alate 1940s sedan.

Often overlooked is test gear.
Attempting to reenergize that market,
Rane debuted the RA 30 real-time analyzer.

The new U.S. distributors of Allen &
Heath showed several club/DJ mixers,
powered mixers and afamily of contracting/installation system tools and products. The Sonifex RB-PMX4 is a new
four-zone minimixer for contractors.
Back in America, Alesis wheeled out
afamily of small budget-minded desktop
mixers along with a rackmountable
eight-channel mixer. Roland also went to
the rack with the M-1000, a 10-channel
line mixer.
Speakers not forgotten
One might say speakers had an off
year (assuming you were not standing in
front of the KRK monster M2-18). The
growth of this market is in the smaller
desktop monitors, often powered.
Yamaha has upgraded the MSP 10,
the designated replacement for the venerable NS 10. M- Audio is sprucing up
its line of powered desktop monitors
and Alesis added another member to its
ProLinear line of DSP-controlled powered speakers, the 720. Blue Sky simply
cut to the chase with its ProDesk, a
powered 2.1 system with a 5.25- inch
woofer in its satellite base and an 8-

Mundane — but important — were
cable introductions from Gepco ( an
amazingly spaghetti- like analog audio
cable, the X-Band) and Belden. Added to
that were more retail packaged versions
of Mogami cable from Marshall.
Next to its solid core Zaolla cables,
Hosa displayed FireWire and lightpipe network/transmission cables and repeaters.
On the amp side, not much was new,
though Crest had anew line of amps, the
Pro 200.
One area of growth is CD/DVD duplicating. Discmakers had on display its
automated (with printer!) Elite series.
Often overlooked is test gear.
Attempting to reenergize that market,
Rane debuted the RA 30, a replacement for the previous RA 27 real-time
analyzer.
Rohde & Schwarz showed test
equipment for measuring surround
audio devices. For the contractor,
Studio Technologies showed the
Model 90 Switcher. The 90 is an eightinput mic switcher with USB input for
PC control and two outputs. The
intended market is test and measurement input.
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when Iplayed a spoken commercial
One TV station uses it for morning
containing a solo drumtrack down the
traffic audio.
line. High-frequency content, such as
Ialso noticed some " zippering" of
hi- hat cymbals and tambourines,
the volume pots on the Send end. In
Continued from page 33
became chirpy and slightly smeared.
varying the level of the Input control
case here. My experience has shown
Again, not totally a fault of the box,
and the Send monitoring, Iwas aware
that, quite often, better connections and
but line conditions which are out of my
of the audio stepping to its level, rather
higher bit rates can occur on long-discontrol.
than gradually fading to it. Tieline says
tance hauls. But more often than not,
Music seemed to fare somewhat betit intends to address this zippering
remote broadcasts are alocal affair, with
ter. With dense program material ( i.e.,
effect with software upgrades that will
little more than a call placed from
loud classical music), the edginess I smooth it out.
crosstown or into the next success.
noted on spoken- word audio was less
If you use aPatriot at aremote, you
Just the same, a 26.4 connection is
obvious.
must tie directly to an analog line.
nothing to make fun of, and Ienjoyed
This led me to an obvious ancillary
Digital phones potentially can fry the
considerable success over it.
application for the Patriot: a backup
unit. Also, it is necessary to disable
My first check consisted of spokenline-based STL should a station's priCall Waiting and turn off extension
word transmissions and playback of
mary STL be lost. As long as aphone
phones at the remote site. Either one
some produced material. Fidelity at the
line can make it up to the tower site,
can cause aconnection to be dropped.
and as long as a loss of stereo is not
Fortunately, the Patriot will redial
other end was broadcast- quality,
much of an issue during an emergency,
although Idid experience some slight
the number and attempt to reconnect
high-pitched ringing and artifacts on the
the Patriot can come to your rescue if
to the receiving end should the line go
voice. Ican chalk much of that up to the
needed.
down.
iffy line quality and the attempts of the
Tieline claims dozens of stations are
Products such as the Patriot would
using the Patriot as their main STLs.
Patriot to correct for the losses and "fill
not be fully appropriate as lower-cost
Some of these stations are FMs, alarge
alternatives to ISDN devices such as
in the holes."
shortwave station and AM stations.
The artifacts became more obvious
the Telos Systems Zephyr line. For
immediate live broadcasts, yes, but as a
PRODUCT GUIDE
high- quality delivery device in
voiceover studios or airing of fullAudioScience Pursues
bandwidth stereo music, no. Some
products remain better than others for
Lower Price Points
their intended purposes.

Tieline

The ASI5 111PC1 audio adapter from AudioScience, featuring amicrophone preamp with phantom power, is being marketed as an affordable unit at $549, with volume discounts available. The ASI5111 provides one stereo analog and digital input,
one stereo analog and digital output, amicrophone input, two record streams and four
play streams. Audio formats include 8-, 16- and 32-bit PCM.
Analog and digital interfaces
are standard on the card. The analog interface is balanced and uses
24-bit oversampling converters.
The balanced microphone input
is designed to work with pro studio mics that require +48 V phantom power. Gain is softwareadjustable up to 60 dB.
According to Stephen Turner,
vice president and cofounder of
AudioScience, the ASI5111 represents anew price and performance
benchmark for the pro audio card
market. The card is aimed at such
broadcast applications as production, which does not require onboard audio compression. The mic preamp provides the
user with alow-cost recording studio that is suitable for producing spots and promos.
For more information contact AudioScience in Delaware at (302) 324-5333, e-mail
sales@audioscience.com or visit www.audioscience.com.

Henry Updates Matchbox
Henry Engineering is out with an update to its venerable 20-year-old Matchbox.
The new version is rack-mountable, measuring 1/3 of arack width and 1RU high.
Three units can be mounted in an optional shelf.
Henry says it has shipped 40,000 Matchboxes since the level and impedance converter was introduced in 1982. The bidirectional device lets radio stations connect consumer or semi-pro audio gear, including DAT machines and sound cards, to professional studio equipment. The power supply is internal. Optional brackets are available for
wall and cabinet mounting.
For information call the company in California at (626) 355-3656 or visit
www.henryeng.com.

Observations
1have almost no quibbles about the
Patriot. In fact, Ienjoyed testing it out.
There is something about getting
15 kHz audio out of asystem designed
for maximum 3 kHz that Ifind entertaining.
The presence of digital artifacts on
compressed audio pumped down the
phone is just a way of life for us right
now. They can be minimized, but line
conditions often force the issue.
Metaphorically speaking, it is difficult
to stuff that much sausage down such a
little tube, although the unit tries hard.
When trying to handshake the line and
settle on a data rate, the Patriot will
engage audio, then mute out and step up
to the next allowable level. As long as
you don't have to fire up the unit and be
on the air immediately, give the system a
moment to settle out and pick a rate
everybody can live with.
There is no shame in ending up with
a rate lower than the ideal. At a connect rate in the 19 kbps range, my line
quality was better and voice transmission still sounded fine and was perfectly airable.
Obviously, lower bit rates cost you
fidelity in the upper end, but the connection seems more stable. In fact, you may
manually dial in the range you wish as
well as select a codec optimized for
music or for speech.
Engineers read manuals; jocks do
not. As the box was designed to be
brought out and run by Mr. Morning
and the promotions manager, the inclusion of aquick- start sheet (also unfairly

Product CaisuI.
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Thumbs Down
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Price: $ 2 595
For information contact Tieline in

Indiana at ( 317) 259-8000, fax
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called an "idiot card") would be a welcome addition. Not much. just a laminated card with some basic troubleshooting tips and a simplified
diagram of the gazintas and the
gazoutas.
This is not meant to replace instructions created by the station engineer
for unique applications the Patriot may
be put through, just enough to make
things easier.
One item in the manual gave me
pause foi thought. In order for the
Patriot to operate at its best. other
devices with the potential for adding
interference must be removed from the
line. One piece mentioned is "clandestine devices." Well, forgive my observation, but how would you know if a
clandestine device was tied to the line,
much less try to remove it? And why
would the boss have such adevice tied
to the line in the first place?
Not enough inputs for your taste?
Connect a small mixer to the Patriot. It
was intended for fast set up and go, and
multiple inputs add expense while not
always needed by everybody.
With the telephone company all but
out of the business of leasing full-bandwidth analog audio lines, aPOTS codec
is the only way to go today without
engaging in the expense and hassle of
setting up a temporary LSDN line at a
remote site.
The Tieline Patriot is an effective
solution. As it uses a proprietary coding algorithm, Isuspect the unit will
not talk to other manufacturers' devices
(such as a Comrex product). So if you
obtain aPatriot, you will likely only be
able to talk to another Tieline codec.
The trend for POTS coders these
days is to be as easy to use as possible,
allowing a single talent to set up a
remote with little effort. Products such
as the Tieline Patriot make this possible
and deserving of your attention_
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Don't pay ridiculous
prices tc OEMs for
replacement recers when

we can provide an
economical retrofit package
Than We Do that will more than do the job.
The Model 51014 package shown is asingle-phase, full wave bridge to retrofit
all AM and FM transmitters to greater than 15 kilowatts, depending upon
modulation method. Rectifier cards are rated at 24 KV per leg at amaximum
forward current of 6amps, suitable for plate supply vcittages to 10 KV_
www.rectifies.com
Additionally, each diode is protected by both an MOV and aresistor.
Quick, Cost- Effective & Expert Solutions
800-649-6370
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me 360 miles away.
When we spoke on the phone on weekends. Dad would always jokingly call me
"Dr. Johnny Fever," while my mother would
beg me to look for astation closer to home.
They would come for visits in cities
where Iworked. Mom would bring aboombox to tape me off the air for her cassette
collection. She would send me clippings of
the radio columns from the New York Daily
News and Newsday, just to keep up on what
was happening "back home."
That was in 1979. She kept sending me
clippings and letters until 1993.
The closest Igot to home was my stint in
Danbury, Conn., where many of my favorite

RW columns were penned and where Iam
pleased to say Ipicked up many of you as
regular readers. Iwas well into my 30s, the
letters and clippings still came from Mom
and Iwas still Dr. Johnny to Dad.
Only three weeks into my Harrisburg
experience in 1993 was when the letters
stopped. My mother had aheart attack and
never survived the operation to save her. It
was the only time in my series Iever
missed adeadline in RW, as Icould not
bring myself to write about anything.
Dad was never the same after that. He
became moody and withdrawn and would
never travel to visit me anywhere. Just to
get him to walk the south shore beaches of
Long Island with my brother, we practically had to abduct him from home.
Iwas no longer "Dr. Johnny," although
when Icame to Washington, he facetiously
called me "Senator" for awhile.

He never once questioned my decision
to enter broadcasting as acareer; he only
wanted me to do what made me happiest
in life. In spite of my classmates who went
on to law careers or launched businesses,
he never once gave me that speech ... "I
talked to Cliff Jones' mom yesterday.
Yeah, Cliff's making good money, has a
house in Manhasset Hills blah blah."
He was pleased that he could talk to me
about Rush, about Imus, about Larry King,
about Art Bell, and Iwas happy to indulge
him and his tirades about those #$%^&*
Democrats. When he went last year, things
got too quiet too quickly.
But Inever expected to see aletter from
my mother. Not afull nine years after I
though Ihad seen the last. The emotions of
handling that envelope, thick with clippings, mixed with feelings of my Dad's
anniversary hanging in the air, made it dif-

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in Radio World's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!
Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for a year- long sweepstakes
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extravaganza that resulted in almost $50,000 in prizes given away.
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Due to the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to d
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loyal readers.
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World. That's 26 chances to win!
To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
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2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.
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3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it, you're done!

This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and win great prizes from these fine Radio World supporters:
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ficult to open it.
How would Ifeel about reading about
some new neighbor down the street or how
my grandmother was doing at age 99?
What about the awkwardness of her standard closing line, "We'll talk on Sunday?"
Would there be some mention of "when
are you coming to visit?" Was anything in
there worthwhile enough to be said after so
many years?
And most grating of all, why didn't Dud
just send it to me? Unfortunately, like the
composition by the great composer
Charles Ives, it will forever remain The
Unanswered Question.
Not exactly as expected
When Ifinally opened the envelope, it
was after everybody in the house had gone
to bed, leaving me alone with my thought
and whatever emotions might overflow
during the moment.
But when the moment came, it came
with a raised eyebrow and an audible,
"What on earth is this stuff?"
There was no letter. Perhaps she had
begun to collect the clippings first, intending to write one just before sending it all off.
However, inside there was a photocopied recipe for some budget macaroniand-cheese casserole that could feed four,
some pieces from Consumer Reports, a
report on seasonal allergies and the obligatory radio columns.
Both mentioned radio hosts that had
come and gone in that fickle market that is
New York City, although one concentrated
heavily on the arrival of Pat "Paraquat"
Kelly at WNEW(FM), and what big news it
meant for the city. If memory serves correctly, Paraquat was at WNEW for maybe
seven months between May 1993 and
January 1994.
It was amoment that made me grin. I
had all but forgotten this was the same
stuff that she had been sending me since I
hit the road in 1979.
Ihave long sworn off mac-and-cheese
cuisine, having learned to cook creatively
and being able to afford decent ingredients. Yet she must have hung onto the
belief that Iwas still starving in cold.
dark, third-floor flats.
The radio columns were completely
useless now. Inever heard of two-thirds of
the people mentioned in those pre-consolidation- era days. Hell knows where
Paraquat is today; the Internet just has
where-are-they-now listings and little else.
Needless to say, Iwon't be using the
Consumer Reports clippings. A toaster
oven made in 1993 would be of little use to
me now. As for my seasonal allergies, I
find that by cutting out white bread and
minimizing my use of sugar seems to cut
my sensitivity.
It may sound callous, but Ihad no problem disposing of the clippings after I
flipped through them.
Ihave better memories of my mother
than a set of yellowed recipes and a
jock press release. Ieventually recovered her cassette collection, grateful for
her diligence in capturing my early
years on tape.
Iwonder what Dad would have said had
he still been around. Iwould have told him
during one of our Sunday calls what was in
the envelope, and he would have said,
"Yep, that sounds like your mother."
So while Imay be feeling low over
entering the holidays without Dad around
anymore, Ihave the memories and Ican
still draw motivation from the encouragement both he and my Mom gave me when
they told me to chase my dream.
But man, do Imiss him ...

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION

AcousticsFirst Z888-715-2901
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

Want to Sell
Two All Distribution amplifier 2016,
$500 ea "as is" + shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Two Technics Quartz direct drive SC
1200 MK 2, oie without needle "as is",
$100 ea +shçg & handling. Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Want to Buy
Mixer, power amplifiers, 100 watts,
integrated. Ed Davison, 772-2878832. we9d@arrfnet.

AUTOMATION
ANTENNAS/

EQUIPMENT

TOWERS/CABLES

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Scott Studios AXS includes both
studio & production room CPU's with
Broadcast Tools 8x2 audio switcher,
ideal for satellite control, new in 2000,
$4500. Bruce Campbell, Dove Media,
598 Westwood Dr, #201, Abilene TX
79603. 915-677-3900.

One ER! SPH series 3-bay circularly
polarized antenna. ( 107.9mhz),
asking $ 1800.
Also
one
Anexier Mark P9A120 10 SIL
antenna, asking $800. Both in good
condition. Available immediately.
Buye , pays shipping. Contact Chip
Longshore at 317-218-2297.

All Power Levels

Enco DAD Pro 3.0D (
DOS- Based).
Currently used on all multi- network
satellite station. 3 Audio Cards, 3
work stations & server, 2keyboards
w/mouse & manual. Drew Scott,
WICY, 86 Porter Rd, Malone NY
12953. 518-483-1100.

Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

CART MACHINES

Superior
BioadCast Products
PM Antennas

Want to Sell
ERI LPX-3E, tuned to 97.5, current
model, 3- bay FM antenna with
healers, end feed, 6year old, selling
due to frequency change, $6500.
Milet; Carter or Larry Timmons„
KRLI, 102 N Mason St., Carrollton
MO' 54633 660-542-0404.

Audiocord cart machines Ihave about
3dozen. They have been refurbished
and am asking about $150, but vtill
accept offers. Michael Raley, Bible
Brnark-a-sting Network, 704-523-Ve5 or
Mraley@bbnradio.org.
BE 10 spot, play 10 bays, never
used, $600/60. Joe Lalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406.315-891-3110.

Reliable, 0n- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair

FACILITIES

%/env . amg roundsyste ms.com
1-877-766-2999

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

Rohn CC 340' tower. Includes
beacon, guy wire, lighting & other
haliware, 24" face. Any reasonable
offer. Carlton Veirs, Wireless Group,
P08 198, Brownsville TN 38012.
73/-772-3700.

STUDIOGTUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio .

S.W.R
FM & Television
Antennas
conl,r1 Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326
Want to Buy

CONSOLES
Want to Sell
I All Vanguard Series sound board,
eight channels, two "as is" +shpg
& handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Fill lsocoupler, 92.5 mHz, 2500W.
Mike Rabey, WIOU, 671 E 400 S,
Kokomo IN 46904. 765-453-1212.
A/4/FM antennas for low power
radio station, used in good working
order. Michael Cardillo, 151 Morga
S:., Cranston RI 02920. 401-9428341.

LL,?.-_ L121.:

RCA BK-1A new microphone with
25' cable, in sealed factory carton,
never used, $950. Bill Barry, WAMB,
1617 Lebanon Rd, Nashville TN
37210. 615-889-1960.

One five channel mono Cetec &
five channel mono Sparta sound
board. No power supply available,
$40 each "as is" +shpg & handing.
Michael Raley, Bible Broadcasting
Network,
704-523-5555
or
Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

RCA 77- DX, 44-BX. KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

RECORDERS

Radio Systems RS 12 channel
audio board, $4200 new but will let
go for $ 1900 "as is" + shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Six AudioArts R-60 borads. Three
have eleven channels, three have
ten channels. The eleven channels
will be available at the end of
October & the 10 channels available
at the end of November. Ican send
pictures, $2200 for 10 channels &
$2250 for eleven channels "as is"
+shpg & handling. Michael Raley,
Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Two Wheatstone A500a 16 channel
audio consoles. Ican e-mail pictures.
Cost over $ 19,000 new but will sell
them for $9500 "as is" each +shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-523-5555
or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Broadcast Electronics Airtrak 90,
12 faders, 3 per fader, 9 yrs old,
inputs, excellent condition, BO.
Charles Smith, KLRC/KUOA, 206 N
Anderson, Siloam Springs AR
72761. 479-524-7194.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell

COMPLETE

Autogram
10- channel
good
working condition with telephone
punch down blocks attached,
$1500. Bruce Campbell, Dove
Media, 598 Westwood Dr, #201,
Abilene TX 79603. 915-677-3900.

Get all the details by calling
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Want to Buy

BE 10S-150 console in excellent
condition with many new spare pots,
$1000. Herman Gibbs, WCWS, The
College of Wooster, Box C-3177,
Wooster OH 44691. 330-263-2212.

CRL audio preparation processor
and spectral energy processor,
$1000. Ken Lane, KVKP, Box 1118,
Naskell TX 79521. 740-864-8505.
BE 602, made in 1985 but brand
new, never used, in box, agc/limiter,
good for spare or LPFM, $ 1000 &
$45 shpg in USA. Clarence Jones,
WSHG, 106 Carolina Ave, St
George SC 29477-2311. 843-5637097.

MONITORS

Tascam 32, like new, used 5 hrs,
$600/B0. Joe Lalino, WLAL, 319
State Rt 29, Middleville NY 13406.
315-891-3110.

For mike flags

Want to Buy

It's

ITC 750 capstan pinch rollers.
Anyone know of a source or have
some used one's for sale? Tony
Wortmann, WJAG, 309 Braasch
Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402-3710780.

Want to Sell
ROTRON BLOVAERS AND PURE BLOOCERS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Gentner Extended transceiver EFT 900,
$200 "as is" +shçg & handing. Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-sFA5 or Mraley@bbnraio.org.
Inovonics Map II multiband
processor, $750 "as is" +shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Navco System Controller (
The Brain) I
have apicture but will accept the best
offer 'as +shpg & handing. Michael
Raley, Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5.565 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source For
Quality Used Radio
Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List On Line At:
http://www.baycountry.com Or
Call And We Will Fax It To You.

Want to Buy

7117 Oltvia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031
FM 786-513-0812
E-mail: info@baycountrycorri
Member of BBB

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

OEI Model ARC — 27 automatic
remote control, $295 "as is" +shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.

Check out our web site:

Three 25 HZ TP-XT Zercom dual
tone detect & notch filter, $70 ea "as
is" +shpg & handing. Michael Raley,
Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.

WWW . WW W

NI Online
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
Radio Design Labs STM 2stick on
mic pre-amp w/power supply, new, 2
available, buyer pays shipping, $50
each. Bob Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S
Calle Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA
92262. 760-320-4550.

Want to Sell

MISCELLANEOUS

www.mikeflags.com

Lighthouse Digital KSeries router.
TDM 32x32 audio cord with
navigator software package, brand
new, BO. John Belch, WYEP, 2313
East Carson St., Pittsburgh PA
15203. 412-381-9131.
Some photofax #1 through #1654,
complete, like new, $10080. Ed
Davison, 772-287-8832, Weed@atenet

SATELLITE

Broadcasting Yearbook, 1 yr old,
2002 when 03 comes out. Ed Davison,
772-287-8832, we9d@arrl.net.

REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Sliver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776
silverlakeaudio.com

Marti RPT2 & APT- 15, FQ1
450.500 & FQ2 455.500, BO. Ken
Lane, KVKP, Box 1118, Naskell TX
79521. 740-864-8505
Superior
Broadcast Products
FM STL Transmitter &
Receivers 3,500 for both
Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326
lelos Zephyr Express with soft-side
carrying case, excellent condition,
$2600. Brad Hildebrand, KSLQ, 636978-4200, spots@kslq.com.

WE RENT FOR LESS
Moans
»Mrs
Nexus
Audio

FM Exciters
STI's
FM Pwr Amps
Test Equipment

It we don't have it, we wit getiNt
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6049
"You Know We Know Radio'

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Four Zephrus analog sat receivers,
$175 each "as is" + shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Harris 6550, card included, BO.
Ken Lane, KVKP, Box 1118, Naskell
TX 79521. 740-864-8505.
Scientific-Atlanta AD-7550, card
included, BO Ken Lane, KVKP, Box
1118, Naskell TX 79521. 740-864-8505.
Wegener DN 86 digital audio
receiver 3944.1 MHZ, $500 "as is"
+shpg & handling. Michael Raley,
Bible Broadcasting Network, 704523-5555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.
Electric Works AS 28 satellite
audio switcher, Serial # 1288,
$75/130. Used at radio station with
AXS System, buyer pays shipping.
Bob Rivkin, KPLM, 442 S Calle
Encilia #8, Palm Springs CA 92262.
760-320-4550.

Witeng113111111!
To advertise call
703-998-7600, ext. 154.
STATIONS
Want to Buy
Looking to buy CP radio station in
R.I., Cl or MA area. Cash ready,
401-942-8341.

Rack» W4rld
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
Various used carts $ 50 ea, new
$1.50 ea; 10.5" reels full, $2.50 ea,
empty $ 1.00 ea. Joe Lalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406.315-891-3110.
Want to Buy
Seeking compact discs, some
LPs of various instrumentals,
orchestras, coral groups, vocalists,
50s-705, also, obscure cd's of all
easy listening areas, 80s to now,
variety, plus 45s, also needed for
low budget non-commercial radio
program. Airable condition. Low cost
appreciated. Ellis, 7202 Leonard St,
Philadelphia PA 19149, 215-3380546.

Looking to Buy or Sell
Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

acJL W:gorld

Broadcast Equipment
change
Call today for current rates

and e

703-998-7600, ext. 154

BEE
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SERVICES
RADIO
EXECUTIVE NOW
AVAILABLE ON
CONSULTING
BASIS!
B-f*/*Fff fund inciff•le`
Promourrn & On- Air cxpenn.c.

Contractual Basis ONLY!

December 4, 2002

OFF THE AIR?

Emergency Back-up Rentals

TRANSCOM CORP.

FM Exciters - STI:s FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio di Test Equipment

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed, fully
adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
USED FM TRANSMITTERS
300w

1988

Harris FM 300K

2.5kw

1980

Hawn FM 2.5K

2.5kw

1984

Harris FM 2.5K

10kw

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

15kw

1980

McMartin BF15,000

20kw

1980

Harris FM2OH/K

NEW TV - VHF
500 watt
1,000 watt

10 watt
100 watt
250 watt

NEW TV - UHF
500 watt

10 watt
100 watt
250 Watt

1,000 watt

For more details,

I-iiiinformatirsi & se --,cheluto come'

call Simone Fewell at

25kw

1980

CSI T- 25-F

AI Campag,none

25kw

1987

Harris FM 25K-1

760-772-8473

25kw

1992

Continental 816R3B

BE FX 30
Harris MS15
Harris MX15

50kw

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter swdcher

New 30 watt synthesized

154 or
e-mail:
sfewell@imaspu.com

703-998-7600, ext.

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell

email:

BE FM-30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiasttnet.
Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiastInet.

20 watts to 30 Kw

Hams-Gates FM-5G 5KW FM &
Harris-Gates BC-5-H 51ffl AM.
Continental Communicaticns, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm fiastl.net.

Contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

eamp1260@msn.com

Superior
Broadcast Products
FM Transmitters

USED EXCITERS

RCA BTF-20-E1 20KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497. Email:
contcomm@fiastInet
BE FX 30 exciter, $4850 new but
asking $2950, "as is" + shpg &
handling. Michael Raley, Bible
Broadcasting Network, 704-5235555 or Mraley@bbnradio.org.

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

5kw

1980

Harris MW5A

5kw

1978

Harris MW5

tOloy

1982

Continental 316F

10kw

1982

Harris MW10A

101c.v

1986

Continental 316F

50kw

1982

Continental 317C2

50kw

1986

Nautel Ampfet 50- Solid State

Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)
Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/Hallikainen
Dielectric 4 Port Motorized Switch

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

CONSULTANTS
liorteS EVANS
ISOC1•1.1

Consulting
Communications

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineenng • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

•LM(' Test Lab- FCC and Eun»ean

T Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

AM- FM- TV- LPTV

Fun Scrvicc Enim Affixation Li,
Opal:next AM/FM/IN/AUX Scrykvs:

w.sawyencom

• FCC

et: I

licid Wiwi:Antenna and

• I. yet Inknual Authoruâtion.
• , , IIhrecuonal

Iksign

• Iligle PouvrAolenna Arra!,

Over 35 rears engineering
and enesulting experience

• /
• CI.. I.pgrad,
• \

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

•

1-301-913-9287

Ir

FAX I ¡Oh 011

BROADCAS1 TECHNICAL CONSL LTANis

, 790

II 11 V, . vit,ili:l,rlhfiiii
li.h ci

I

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 387
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-546-8008 - Fax 856-546-1841
E-mail, ted@rachotechniques•corn

Consulting Engineers

NI t'elema
tinninunications Consultants
IV-$550: LPTV-$550: FM-$250:
\l Frey Searches-Call for quille
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades

AM - FM - TV

Antenna Structure Registration,
Avail
Work Avil

FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter 8, Studio Design

631-928-0077

Edward A Schober, PE
Member AFCCE

Fax: 631-928-1905

with any of your requirements.
CI
CORNELL DUBILIER

infoiDowleng.coen

1-800-797-1338

Fax (763) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115

Doug Vernier
TeleconnnunIcation Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV1DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Np oft

K
u-Ia.:6349U 044111MLICSI.

Software for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-sott.com
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
•Design 8 Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDSAAMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengrMaol.com

MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

i•

System Ose Communications
1,,
on,artb bm, ( Orr.a Rant s
I•niston. Tex,.

888-625-5641
›.• AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
10, Complete Tower Sen ice
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
Faraday Axe.. Suite A
Carlsbad, Calitbrnia 92008
(7601438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759
2215

1111k«, ,(IrC11111.i0111 \\ eh.

FASTER_ __
MORE ACCURATE RAIN 0COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

,

f

Visa us on the tin web at www.reditieciltsern
109 West KnaleAva
FL•(318)4264521

II II

I.SiiicOH] t‘,111

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it., . dream
about it.. talk about it all the
time...for example...us...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

•
daiiswopld

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH • $150
FCC Fil APPLICATIONS • $1350

Amendments Et Upgrades
ReidWak*SiteConsttueion
NewAlletments * Midas
Duopoloy Studies s Maps

www.dabm orld.com
800-368-5754

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-(ATV-ITFS-LPTV

EXPERTS IN
TV • D'"V Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure
210 S. Main St.. Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
http]iwvAvevansassoc.corn
Member AFCCE

transcom@fmamtv.com

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

•FCC Appli( ations and Field Engineering

Engineers

Technics SH9010 Equalizer
SCA Generator ( MX- 15 Module)
Optimod 8100A ( cards 3Clio 5only)
Dummy Load 80 kw air coed

info adatavt orld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

David-C. Scruzerg

1-800-955-6800

Allocation, Sferialiet
FM & AM Frequency Searches
Move- ins, upgrades. allocations
Maximization of signals
"If someone else says it can't be
done, then we want the opportunity
to prove them wrong!"
Since 1989

MBC Consulting
800-21 9-7461

3105 S. Martin Luther King Jr., Blvd.
Lansing, MI 48910-2939
www.starradio.net

wounbuadn.uguenpneuebcradio.org

800-393-1037

ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $2695!

Communications Technologies. Inc.
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM

FM

TV

I,PTV

R. MORGAN BURROW, RE.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

CellulariPCS Site Analysis
•
P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax:

1856) 985-8124

Internet: comintechrf.com
•
Clarence NI. Beverage
Laura M.

Mizrahi

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY
,
• na adiusatierd.
1f.. ulna measurements
idement & proof • Facility inspections fa
•
HAZ measure.
purchaseinstrance
• •, RADiation
tvirt***,
• • • ',sting
ELECTROACOUST1CS

u
m_
0588 measurements
&Am 304-258-7921 • Fax 304-258-7927

To advertise in
°Radio World
e-mail:
imasuub.com

PRE- BUILT COMPONENTS!
FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE!
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACE WISE®
"It fits

as

well into your budget...

As it does into your studios!"

800-775-3660

spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL + 1-530-662-7553
FAX + 1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPANOL

MW- 1A lkW AM transmitter.
Marked down to $3995/130. Transmitter
was woriing fine when station went dark.
Call WII at 321-427-3512.
%It

Harris TH3solid statesman FM exciter,
$350. Bruce Carriptell, Dove Media, 598
Westwood Dr, #201, Abilene -D( 79603.
915-677-3900.

Vacuum and
Gas Capacitors

Harris MW- 10 10 KW AM xmtr
tuned to 1080 KHz, $7500/80, Bill
Barry, WAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd.,
Nashville TN 37210. 615-889-1960.

Standard equipment
in all major AM
and SLN_Zansmitters

513-831-5000 .
111111tal
www.cometna.com

Broadcast Electronics RE- 30,
1984, mint 3 phase 30,000W FM,
tuneable
to
your frequency,
$20,000/B0. Todd Noordyk, Great
Lakes Radio, 2025 US 41 W,
Marquette MI 49855. 906-228-6800.
CCA 20KW 1978 3 phase 20,000W
FM, can be tuned to your frequency, has
all manuals, $14,000430. Todd Nooro'yk,
Great Lakes Radio, 2025 US 41W,
Marquette MI 49855.906-228-6800.

A

e k..Y

CSI 20 (
2), 20 watt AM transmitters with
modulator, one on 620 the other on
1000, have schematics & factory
martial, $350 each & $45 shpg in USA
Clarence Jones, WSHG, 106 Camina
Ave, St George SC 29477-2311. 843583-7097.
Delta ASE-1AM stereo exciter, used 4
months, like new condition, $950. BI
Barry, VVAMB, 1617 Lebanon Rd,
Nashville TN 37210.615-889-1960.
Free to good home - if you pick them
up in Detroit: lip BE FM-30 original
transmitter, less functional IPA, but with
tube. Should be fully functional with
replacement IPA; (2) RCA BTR-20E-1,
working when removed from service
approximately 5 years ago. Call Mike
Kernen, Greater Media Detroit, 248-4145673.

1 CIO 1\1

Harris MW- 1A lkW AM transmitter.
marked down to $3495 or BO.
Transmitter was working fine when
station went dark. Will Standley.
321-427-3512.
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t Electronics Co.

NEW TUBES
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We have rift, alternative'

for all your
lames.
Svetlana
needs,
directatfrom
th' :

Want to Buy
AM transmitter, 250 or more, used,
in good working order. Michael
Cardillo, 151 Morga St., Cranston RI
02920. 401-942-8341.
Exciter, 150 watts or more, used, in
working order. Michael Cardillo, 151
Morga St., Cranston RI 02920. 401942-8341.
TUBES
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes 8.
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt coil Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 doy or night,
www.goodrichenferprises.com.

EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B.
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.
TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

Ft.dn

1%/1

OUR STOCK ,"

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

e

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

The listings run for two consecutive ISSUE'S and must be resubmitted in order to run again

Please print and include
all information:

Thank you

Date

_RF PARTS
MPANY

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications
1111111
+

•a

Title

Address
City/State
Zip Code

—

_

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

WTS j WTB J Categor
Make:
Brief Description:

Model'

•TAYLOR
•SVETLANA

•EIMAC
•ECONCO

Catalog www.rfparts.corn
Se Habla Espanol • We Export
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax 760-744-1943
E-mail rfp@rfparts.com

6x

I3x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$100

95

90

85

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$85

75

65

55

Distributor Directory $. 1
25

120

115

110

Professional Card

90

85

80

1
57

I33

113

$95

Blind Box Ad

$2/word
$I
5 additional

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154,
Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay,

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
Washington Baltimore area group
radio owner seeks experienced
Chief Engineer for local cluster.
Experience with solid state and
tubed AM & FM transmitters AND
studio wiring skills amust. Must be
computer literate and ready to
transition to adigital environment.
Full time preferred but will consider
contracting for multiple weekly
visits. Send resume and salary
requirements to: Radio World, POB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn:
Simone Fewell Box 10-23-02-1.
luD2.
3.à.1.;)!
U11.2.
./.U.2

RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

www_111.11 Online.cm

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966

I

MASTERCARD and American Express.

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

Effective January 1, 2002

4CX3000A duds. George McClintock,
VVWCR, 11300 VVWCR Ave, Nashville
TN 37218. 615-255-1300.

AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TINO WEERSI

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Classified Advertising Rates

we now accept VISA,

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY

`Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

22041

Also

Motorola . Toshiba • SGS-Thomson
8. Mitsubishi Semiconductors

l'ilc,.

Model:

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Line Ad

YfUU.i.91

WTS J WTB a Categor‘
Make:
Brief Description:

Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Station/Studio Services $ 1
85

Contact Name

Company/Station

Columbia Pike, 1st Flom •

VISA ' MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World '
..1Yes
.
J No
Signature

5827

,SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

Want to Buy
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Eirchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below Please be aware that otakes one month for listings to appear

Rocii* World,

POSITIONS WANTED
CE position wanted. Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters,
automations, DCS, UDS, digital
studios. Robert King, 978-4794855.
Friendly,
industrious.
FCC
commercial-lstclass w-Radar/amateu,
extra radio licensed, CE, asst CE.
seeking FT, Fr, contract work. AM/Fm.
cade, TV, within 75 mile radius of metc
NYC area. 718-969-5224 or write.
Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12 Roosevelt Ave
#702. Jackson Heights NY 11372-6746
or email: MitchellRakoff@Yahoo.m.
Friendly, outspoken recent ABS
graduate with knack for pro:tic:lion seeks
job in the OKC metro area Has abye for
rock music, but willing to work any format
Lauren, 405-255-7182.
AM- FM combo sold! Former
owner with 37 years in broadcasting
- morning air personality management sales. Available now
in Utah. Call 435-636-0441 or cell
phone # 435-820-0401. Ask tor
Mike. Resume available.

Fully trained radio graduate seeking
position in news, announcing or
production. Dependable in all areas of
radio. Interested in northeastern
Oklahoma area. Freeland, 918-4839357.
Recent ABS graduate! Trained in
production, on-air DJ, as well as
copywriting. This ambitious rookie will
relocate. Call Brandon, 405-306-9622.
The new sound of Radio. Graduate
of American Broadcasting School
ready to be your newest on- air
personality & take on your production
bad. James, 405-771-4403.
C.E. position wanted: Experienced
with
computers,
transmitters,
automations, DCS, UDS, digital
studios. Robert King, 978-4794855.

SPACE IS AVAILABLE!
To advertise call
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

Call SinKleb• Rowell bred» dMails at

j

DJ
JZI-J

between 104 Illak

RodiJ Uhalde
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This listing is provided for the convenien ce of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability fo rinaccuracy.
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38
32
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36
10
23
36
35
24, 25
4
36
38
39
7
16
29
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WEB SITE URL

360 Systems
ATI
Audioarts/Wheatstone
Auditronics/Wheatstone
Autogram Corporation
Belar
Bradley Broadcast
Broadcast Tools
Broadcasters General Store
BSW
Burk Technology
Circuit Werkes
Circuit Werkes
CKE/HVCA
Comrex
Creative Studio Solutions
Full Compass
Grace Broadcast Sales
Harris
Harris
Henry Engineering
Inovonics
Klotz Digital AG
MediaTouch
Modulation Sciences
Moseley Associates
National Assn. Of Tower Erectors
Nott Ltd.
Omnia. aTelas Company
Radio Computing Service ( RCS)
Radio Design Labs ( RDL)
Radio Systems
Raduga Automation
RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.
Ramsey Electronics, Inc.
rfSoftware, Inc.
S.C.M.S.
Sine Systems
Spacewise Broadcast Furniture
Telos Systems
Valcom
Wheatstone
Wheatstone

17
36
8
15
27
19
21
30
36
9
22
12
5
38
38
38
38
3
37
38
13
10
47
48

www.360systems.com
www.atiguys.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.auditronics.com
www.autogramcorp.com
www.belar.com
www.bradleybroadcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.broadcastdealer.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.rectifiers.com
www.comrex.com
www.creativestudiosolutions.com
www.fullcompass.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com
www.klotzdigital.com/america
www.omt.net
www.modsci.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.natehome.com
www.nottltd.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.rcsworks.com/howitworks
www.rdlnet.com
www.radiosystems.com
www.raduga.net
www.ramsyscom.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.rfsoftware.com
www.scmsinc.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.spacewise.com
www.telos-systems.com
www.valcom-guelph.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.wheatstone.com

RodLe UlmId

The Newspaper for Radio Manager and Engineers
"Radio World is agreat magazine. As apublic radio station manager who is desperately
trying to make every penny we spend on technology count, Idon't make amove without
consulting RW and RW Online."
Michael Davis General Manager
— WUSM Hattiesburg, Miss.

"I look forward to receiving Radio World... to tell you the truth, it is the ' bible' of the industry."
Maynard Meyer, General Manager
—KLQP-FM Madison, Minn.

Our readers have
'nearing to say

•. •.:, :.
4.„fr.e•%etb.,"I

"RW has been very helpful in our purchasing decisions. Ifind myself holding on
to past issues of RW so I
can refer back to information or ads that Ifeel might be
useful in the near future. Keep up the great work!"

,1..

Al Sergi, General Manager/Owner
—Summit Media Broadcasting, LLC Sutton, W.Va.
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believe Radio World is the single most important source of information
for the long-term broadcasters of today. I
applaud the efforts of the pub-

\
e. us

4

i 7e
«>>

hers and editors at IMAS and Radio World. You've kept me reading
this newspaper steadily since 1985 when the thenCE of KCFV/Ferguson,
% Mo., ( the college radio station where I
started my career) left his

\

\
i,

issues of Radio World out in the office for all of us to read.
For me, it remains avital learning tool. Ipick up news and
information about engineering, management, marketing
and techniques that I
wouldn't normally think about."
Ralph Winch, Vice President
—Ullrich & Associates St. Louis, Mo.
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COMMENTARY

Do J-Schools Need
A New Approach?
Columbia Debate Sparks Heated Discussion
Among Educators, Students and Professionals
by Barbara Cochran
The author is president of the RadioTelevision News Directors Association.
The president of Columbia University,
Lee Bollinger, delivered abombshell last
August when he announced that
Columbia would suspend its search for a
new dean of the Graduate School of
Journalism
and
instead
form
a
commission to make recommendations
on what the mission of the journalism
school should be.
The most controversial sentence in
Bollinger's announcement was this:
"To teach the craft of journalism is a
worthy goal but clearly insufficient in
this new world and within the setting of
a great university." Some thought the
president
was
deprecating
skills
courses, such as writing and reporting.
Anyone who has taken such classes, led
by an inspiring instructor, can vouch
that excellent writing and sound
reporting are the very foundation of any
intellectual endeavor.
The decision and the letter sparked a
debate among alumni, journalism
educators and news executives who
might employ Columbia grads. Some
feared that the school would put too
much emphasis on research and
critiques of the field and not enough on
preparing bright students to enter it.
Others said it was high time to shake up
an outdated curriculum.
I've watched the debate unfold with
mixed emotions, because Ican honestly
say that the Columbia Journalism School
changed my life. Without my year at
Columbia, Iwould never have gotten my
foot in the door of anewsroom. Ichose
journalism as acareer path late in college
when my advisor pointed out to me that
I was spending twice as much time
editing the campus newspaper as Iwas
on my studies.
But my college did not offer journalism
as an academic subject. When Iwent to
look for ajob, my lack of training was a
major handicap.
Columbia's graduate program was the
perfect solution. In one year of intensive
study, I was able to learn the basics,
sample a variety of media and soak up
the history, legal framework and
philosophy
of
journalism.
Our
instructors — luminaries like Fred
Friendly — had real-world experience,
and many were full-time employees at
the New York Times, NBC and CBS. I'll
never forget the day Dick Schaap, a
legendary sportswriter, brought Tom
Wolfe and Jimmy Breslin to class.
With my degree, Iwas able to land aspot
on Washington's afternoon newspaper, The
Washington Star. Throughout the years,
I've used the lessons Ilearned about libel

law, about writing a compelling first
paragraph, about digging for a good
investigative story.
Because of the Columbia program, I
have been able to enjoy the excitement
and satisfaction of working in journalism.
I would not want to see the program
changed so that it no longer prepares
young
people
with
the
needed
fundamentals.
The debate has spilled far beyond
Columbia to engage all journalism
educators. On avisit to the University of
Missouri School of Journalism and at a
meeting of the council that accredits
journalism schools, I witnessed many
discussions of what the Columbia debate
might mean.
Nor is this just amatter of interest to
educators and students. Journalism
.schools not only provide new employees,
they also serve as laboratories, research
centers and standard-setters, and they
have enormous impact on the practice of
journalism. Professionals have abig stake
in this debate.
One way for professionals to have
influence in journalism education is to
reach out to nearby campuses, to visit
classes, accept interns and serve on
advisory committees. Another way is to
participate in Radio-Television News
Directors Association's Excellence in
Journalism Education program, which
places college instructors in anewsroom
for a month during the summer, so that
the educators can bring current ideas and
techniques back to class.
RTNDA fosters the connection
between professionals and educators.
The annual convention, RTNDA@NAB,
features sessions for educators and
students. An educator representative
serves on the RTNDA board. RTNDA
also has a seat on the Accrediting
Council, a group of educators and
professionals that evaluates campus
journalism and mass communications
programs.
The Accrediting Council is adopting
new standards that will emphasize the
competencies that students should master.
Among these competencies: respect for
the First Amendment; a commitment to
work ethically in pursuit of truth,
accuracy, fairness and diversity; and the
ability to think critically, creatively and
independently.
These are much more than the craft of
journalism. They are the principles that
will prepare students to work in
journalism no matter how much it
changes. This is the kind of education I
hope Columbia's students, and all others,
will be fortunate enough to receive.
This article first appeared in the
November
issue
of
RTNDA's
Communicator
magazine
and
is
RTNDA. 1111
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A Solution to Low-Power Problems
An AM Owner in Connecticut Says It's Time
To Explore LPAM and LW Options
by William Walker
read Naina Chemoff's article "Pirate
Radio Still Afloat" (July 17). It is
apparent neither proponents nor
opponents of alleged illegal unlicensed
broadcasting don't have tangible solutions for solving the problem. With a
finite number of frequencies available on
AM and FM, it is not likely to get better
in the years ahead.
Those in the broadcast establishment
fail to understand fully what this is about.
While afew select pirates simply like to
rebel against authority under any circumstance, this issue is more about free
speech and returning alocal voice to our
communities than acriminal issue.
Let's face it. We'd still be a British
colony today if we had not created acivil
disobedience over the right to govern
ourselves free from British tyranny.
People who broadcast with alleged illegal
stations are doing this out of frustration
because the system will not allow them to
gain their own broadcast station.
Angry and frustrated
Part 15 rules on FM offer miniscule
power levels that render this service useless for any real substantive community
service. Part 15 AM broadcasting does
offer abetter solution for achieving some
means of an audience, but that will
depend entirely upon the ground conductivity of agiven location and how high up
yon can locate your antenna above the
roof or surrounding structures.
If you are lucky and happen to be in a
good spot, you can cover asmall city or
town with Part 15 AM, but for most it
will be just aneighborhood or two.

This issue

or most of the AM band.
The possible exception may be the
expanded AM band due to the limited
number of stations slated to take to the
air there in the next few years. Of the 85
or so approved to broadcast in the
expanded band, about 50 to 60 seem to
indicate they will move to the expanded
band. It may be possible to add a new
low-power service to the expanded AM
band in many areas of the country as long
as it would not interfere with existing TIS
or expanded-band stations and those stations confirmed to move to the new frequencies.
Ibelieve Ihave abetter solution to this
mess, one that has been overlooked 1)
both sides.
To-do list
First: The FCC should open up AM
1710 to unlicensed LPAM broadcasting.
Change the Part 15 rules to allow a 1- or
2- watt service with a 10- to 20- foot
antenna and simple ground system.
This still won't provide asignal strong
enough to interfere with local AM broadcasters, yet should provide enough signal
strength to cover a mile- to two-mile
radius with a listenable signal even in
areas with poor ground conductivity such
as hilly and mountainous New England.
Currently only one TIS has ever been
licensed to use 1710; yet to this day no
one seems to know if it ever went on the
air. This frequency is literally unused, yet
the FCC refuses to allow it to be used for
something constructive such as LPAM
broadcasting.
Second: Allow some form of licensed
LPAM in the expanded band.
Again, not every metro area will be

is more about free speech and

returning a local voice to our communities.

These people are frustrated and angry
at a system that has literally legislated
genuine low-power community broadcasting out of existence and put full-power broadcasting out of reach for all but a
handful of wealthy private citizens or
major corporations. Desperate people do
desperate things when the system no
longer works or represents them and their
social and political beliefs.
Ihave consulted with several broadcast engineers on this subject in recent
months, and we've come to aconclusion
that it is going to be impossible to implement any kind of new low-power broadcasting service on the existing FM band

able to support astation. New York City
is filled with TIS and alicensed station at
1660 that essentially renders the expanded band useless for such broadcasting.
But most areas of the country could benefit and see another station or two added
to the AM dial without causing any additional interference problems. Rural areas
would have little trouble getting astation
and would only have to contend with
nighttime skip.
Third: Long Wave, or LW. Popular in
Europe and Asia but relatively unknown
and unused here, this would seem to offer
the most potential for large-scale development.

The FCC is clearing out alarge part of
the LW spectrum that is inhabited by
weather beacons and airport stations.
According to my engineering sources, the
FCC has no plans to use these frequencies on LW in the near future. This would
clearly indicate a large number of frequencies will be clean and free from any
interference from existing stations.
Long Wave does not have the same
kind of skip that is found on the AM
band, thus allowing more stations to
coexist on the same frequency without
causing as much interference to anearby
station. Some skip does exist, but it is far
less active than the standard AM broadcast band.

radios are available abroad and afew in
this country, it will be easy to put these
LW radios into the hands of potential listeners. Iborrowed a page from Henry
Ford's own blueprint for business when I
came up with this concept.
Call for action
Both commercial and noncommercial
broadcasting should be allowed in each
new service. By depriving small, independent enterprises an opportunity to
advertise their services and products on
radio like the Wal-Marts of the world, we
create ahostile environment in which to
foster entrepreneurial business ideas and
allow big businesses to get bigger while
cutting the throat of our comer markets,
shoe stores, delis, record stores, etc.
Our local stores cannot afford to pay
$50 a spot on the smallest AM station,
but certainly could afford to spend $ 1to

People who broadcast

with alleged

illegal stations are doing this out of frustration.

Both licensed and unlicensed stations
should be allowed in the LW band.
Unlicensed stations should be able to run
sufficient power along with a20- to 50foot antenna to cover a 5- mile radius
allowing for signal saturation of a small
city or rural community. Probably something in the range of 10 to 25 W with a
short antenna could cover that radius.
Licensed LW could run at higher power
levels in order to create local service on
par with that of a250-watt to 1kW standard AM broadcast station.
Critics will point out that people won't
listen to LW because people would have
to buy new radios. Well, people did the
same thing when FM came along and
then TV. Now it is HDTV and eventually
IBOC AM and FM. New radios will be
needed for each service, and given that
many inexpensive LW and multiband

$10 aspot on the local low-power station.
Neither side wants to give an inch on
this issue, and neither side has offered
any logical solutions to the problem.
From atechnical standpoint, Ibelieve the
proposed ideas for new services I've outlined are logical and technically feasible.
Let's give these some serious thought
and put an end to the elitist system that
dominates broadcasting. It is time for the
broadcast establishment to create a logical and reasonable low-power broadcast
service that won't leave out 90 percent of
those who want in, and it is up to the
alleged pirate operators to start working
together to achieve some kind of meaningful dialogue with the FCC and NAB
and come up with asolution to the problem. Ibelieve I've given you agood start.
William Walker is the owner of
WILW(AM) in West Hartford, Conn.
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Sliding into sleaze?
The current Radio World ad by Radio Systems (Nov. 20) for their Studio Hub
makes me wonder what happened. Has the ownership changed? Did they get convinced that because many (secular) broadcast stations use sex to sell, that broadcasters can be influenced by sexy photos of (implied) naked young women?
Oh, Iknow what happened — the cartoonist wanted more money, or ran out of
ideas for new strips, and they were able to pay the dumb blonde about half as much
to take off her top and hold acouple of wires for aphoto — that's it.
This is about the third or fourth company that RW has accepted sleazy ads from. I
do not have time to read RW at work anymore. And if the ads are going to become
so suggestive Icannot take the magazine home and have my wife and children see
it laying on my desk, then Imay have to stop reading it.
Other trade magazines seem to focus more on humorous pictures, or just showing
how good their product is. When amanufacturer resorts to sexy ads, perhaps they
don't have anything good they can say about their product.
John Stortz
Chief Engineer
WKES(FM), WKZM(FM)
St. Petersburg, Fla.
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News is breaking. Is it okay to break your music
format? Is it necessary to bust into J. Lo's latest
record for apolice briefing?
Given the events of the past year or so, this is
not acasual question.
The folks who listen to news/talk radio expect the
latest information. Your news/talk station probably
even has aspecial sounder for breaking news.
But what serves music listeners best? When there
is acrime spree in your market, or when terrorism warnings are at elevated levels,
should your jocks break away for scheduled news briefings? How does one judge the
level of the crisis? How often should your station crack format to cover breaking
news? How much is too much?
Do you break the regular programming model — one your listeners have gotten
used to and have expectations of — to report "breaking" news? Define "breaking."
This is where program managers step in. It is essential to put clear plans in
place to handle such situations in advance.
Discuss these questions among senior managers now. Train your air staff, including part-timers, to handle such situations. Admit the tendency of music jocks to hype
even asimple snowstorm. Discuss the implications of information delivery in ahighly charged situation such as an active crime investigation or terror attack.
Here in Washington, as with the rest of the world, late summer found us commemorating the anniversary of the attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon. Then autumn brought the Beltway Sniper, as he was dubbed. A madman (or, authorities now say, madmen) violated us, frightening an already-skittish
populace with the cold randomness of the shootings.
For three weeks, terror and uncertainty, not unlike the days after 9/11, crawled
back into our consciousness. People dashed from car to house, car to business.
Parents ushered children into the safety of school buildings shielding small bodies with their own. Hand-lettered service station signs proclaiming "We will happily pump your gas for you" replaced 119.99 Oil Change" advertisements.
If action cures fear, then information creates control, or at least asense of it.
What more can you ask for in an uncertain situation? A theory to run by aneighbor as you process the emotions and uncertainty of the madness. Something to
talk to co-workers about. Friends. Frightened relatives far away. "Iheard on the
radio ... " "Fox News is reporting ... " "According to the Post ... "
Radio and other forms of the media provide avital service in such situations.
The public had an insatiable craving for information in the sniper investigation,
whether obtained via radio, TV, newspaper or the Internet.
Who cares if you dumped out of scheduled traffic and weather programming to
air apress conference from the police chief and all that was announced was there
would be no briefing? Listeners understood the unpredictability of the situation.
They were as frustrated as programmers were.
The sniper investigation certainly was "breaking" news. Every aspect of it.
Without continuing coverage, would the middle-of-the-night radio listener who
heard the suspect car's tag numbers read over the air have tipped off police to the
location of John Allen Muhammad and John Lee Malvo on Oct. 24?
We urge station programmers to err on the side of caution in this volatile time
in our nation's history. More news is better news at times. If information is power, let your listeners hold onto what they can, to feel abit in control. Let's err on
the side of more information, responsibly delivered.

Is More

Satellite radio vs. IBOC
In his Sept. 25 opinion piece "Satellite
Radio Falling to Earth?" Frank McCoy
missed one factor that could rescue XM
and Sirius: IBOC DAB.
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If the experience of testing IBOC in
Washington is any indication of how
IBOC will work out, IBOC will result in
the slaughter of terrestrial radio stations.

11130C

test station

WJFK(FM) reduced
the receivable range
for adjacent station
VVVVMX(FM) down
from 58 miles to
25 miles.'
IBOC test station WJFK(FM) reduced
the receivable range for adjacent station
WWMX(FM) down from 58 miles to 25
miles.
If this kind of experience is typical,
listeners could lose the ability to receive
between one-third to half of the stations
they now receive!
Most of the stations lost will be the
mom-and-pop, community, college and
religious niche eclectic stations that are
so few and far between, but have about
20 percent of FM's listenership.
That 20 percent will largely have no
reason left to listen to terrestrial radio
anymore post-IBOC jamming of their
favorite stations.
Christopher Maxwell
Secretary
Virginia Center for Public Press
Editor, DigitalDisaster.Org
Richmond, Va.

Regarding Steve Sullivan's article on
satellite radio (" Keeping an Eye on the
Sky," Oct. 9):
Iowned radio stations for 17 years, heavy
on news and information, plus sports. Nearly
ayear ago, Iput an XM Satellite radio in my
pickup, and Ican tell you Ihardly ever tune
in to regular radio anymore.
Iget my news from TV and newspapers — the local station does ahorrible
job of local news — my weather from the
Weather Channel, and if Ineed to know
of traffic accidents blocking our road to
Missoula, Iusually have my scanner on.
Most radio stations now are jukeboxes
with commercials; and when they do
have announcers, they seem to be
impressed with inane talk. Imade atrip
from Montana to visit relatives in
Minnesota and not once turned on regular
radio. Ionly lost the satellite signal once,
very briefly, when Iwas going through a
mountain pass here in Montana.
No, if Istill owned radio stations, I'd
be worried; but most can take heart, as so
many folks Italk to are not familiar with
what is offered on satellite radio. When
they listen to mine, my friends go and
buy one. Isee that continuing.
Ted Storck
Stevensville, Mont.

Progress for AM
Paul McLane's article and the unnamed
engineer's comments on the AM debacle
were good ( Sept. 25, "He Thinks AM
Doesn't Need IBOC"). Iwonder if it will
cause anyone to act, though.
As an owner/operator of afew AMs, I
appreciate the dialogue but desperately
want to see forward motion. It has been
said too many times, but we do not need
another AM stereo situation (Ihad two
AM stereo stations in my group), where
it's too little, too late.
The Powerside idea is agood one if
everyone will comply. Two of my stations
use Powerside and clear, and there is a
noticeable difference. To wait for the utility companies to bury millions of miles of
cable is just adream. A good AM station
with agood audio chain being received on
agood radio will do very well.
Iwould like to see the changes the
engineer prescribed, in my lifetime, but I
just do not possess the magic wand necessary to get the job done.
Jonathon Yinger
President and CEO
Midwest Broadcasting Corp.
Detroit

News Too
Much?

—RW
Emmis and babies
I'm writing regarding the story
"Emmis Gives Birth to ' Baby Shares,"
which appeared in Radio World's online
NewsBytes on Oct. 21.
Ifind Emmis' present concern for its
employees and their babies very hypocritical since in 1999 Iwas an Emmis
employee at KHON(TV) in Honolulu
and, while on FMLA maternity leave, I
was reassigned from my anchor position
to ageneral-assignment reporter position.
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After complaining of this violation of
my FMLA rights, Emmis "eliminated my
position." My lawsuit against Emmis is
set for trial in federal court in Hawaii in
January 2003.
Mary Zanakis
TV Reporter
Honolulu
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Introducing our NEW flagship radio console:
the D-8000 Digital On-Air Board

T
HE D-8000 HAS IT ALL:
• UNIVERSAL INPUT MODULES accept analog or
digital. signals— no upgrades required
• W HEATSTONE'S EXCLUSIVE BUS- MINUS(' gives you
an individual. MXM feed ( w/talkback interrupt)
from every Bus- Minus(' input moduLe
• ALL INPUT CHANNELS have alphanumeric source
displays above each fader
• BUILT-IN SERIAL COMMUNICATION interfaces with
W HEATSTONE BRIDGE network router and many
automation systems
• CHOICE OF MASTER CLOCK RATES: 32, 44 1, 48KHz
or external. reference

PRODUCTION VERSION ADDS:
• PROGRAMMABLE SENDS: every input generates
two aux sends; each selectable pre/post-fader
and pre/post-on/off
• INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL DSP :each input has its
own four- band EQ, HPF, compressor- limiter,
ducking and digital. level trim
• EVENT RECALL: up to 99 preset snapshots of all
channel. settings

When it comes to digital, EXPERIENCE COUNTS
WHEATSTONE'S TRADITIONAL CONTROL INTERFACE gets your
operators up and running in minutes— not days.

THE W HEATSTONE D-8000
Digital

tIlUL

W ORK>.

1/Vhc)t-_Y-tor-)
tel 252-638-7000/salesewhecitstone.corn / www.wheatstone corn
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THINK INSIDE THE Box
'
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ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
TALL!
THAT'S RIGHT— ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC L
INK OR ASINGLE CAT5WIRE = 64 channels
of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, XY
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands— if not TENS of
thousands— of feet of wire in atypical installation!
THE W HEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack room, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for aselect set of gear.
SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
\ All AES cards have
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from
worry about varying
sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in \\-3
connector modules
makes installation easy, letting you mix varied signal technologies and
standards all within the same ca. W HEATSTONE'S intuitive
graphic- based
setup software handles system con figuration, matrix selection
and salvo presets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles \ `
1'
for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE
DIGITAL AUDIO
NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000 / sciles cwheatstone. corn / www.wheatstone.corn
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